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I. 

SURVEY DATA ON ATTITUDES ABOUT 
CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Survey Data and Criminal Justice: Uses and Shortcomings 

Survey data have become and integral part of the empirical base on 

which many evaluation studies rest. Across a range of social interven

tions and public policies, researchers commonly query the people to 

whom services are delivered, the individuals who deliver the services, 

and the policy makers ultimately responsih1e for the content and form 

of services (Rossi, Berk and Eidson, 1974; Haveman and Watts, 1975; Bigelow 

andCi?ro~' 1975). Evaluations of criminia1 justice programs are certainly 

no exception (Empey and'Lubeck, 1971; Empey and Erickson, 1972; Lipton, 
? Regens and Hobson, 1978, Gillham et al., 1979 let al., 1975; Lenihan, 1977; Chelmisky, 1977; Lewis, 197M, and if the 

ongoing investment in the victimization studies is a fair example (Ennis, 
Penick and Owens, 1976; Sparks, Genn and Dodd, 1977 

1967; Biderman, et al., 1967; U.S. Department of Justice, ~976), the use 

of survey data will likely continue. 

The enormous commitment to survey data in criminal justice evaluations 

has not gone uncriticized. Building on more general concerns about survey 

data (Sudman and Bradburn, 1974) and the reactivity of experimental set

tings (Rosenthal and Rosnow, 1969; Cambell and Stanley, 1963), a number 

of authors have expressed a range of anxieties (Weaver and Swanson, 1975; 

Biderman, 1975; Schneider, 1975; Penick and Owens, 1976) about such things 

as normative response sets, telescoping, recall decay, interviewer-respon

dent biases, habituation to the interviewing instrument and outright lying. 

A growing body of methodological research on victimization and 

incidence documents procedures for obtaining more accurate survey assess

ments of these behavioral events. At the same time, however
1 

attitudinal 

measures are increasingly utilized in criminal justice program evaluations, 

. \. 
. ... ....... 

.. ' 

- - .-- . 
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while their measurement properties are virtually unknown. For example, 

the lead article in a recent issues of the LEAA Newsletter (LEAA, 1979) 

summarizes the results of an LEAA funded survey conducted by researchers 

at Rensselaer Polytechnic 'Institute: 

Well lit streets may reduce the !ea~ ~f crime! 
but there is not statistically ~lgn~flcant eVldence 
that street lighting reduces crlme ltself. 

The investigators also found that in some areas, better lighting may ~ 
(~.g., 

actually increase crime. The article suggests that some criminals (/ 

- car theives) can better see what they are doing, that more 
... .... .• ... -.... • .• - • . - -"ol, ",:,,,." 

crime is reported because residents pte bette~-able ,to obser~e, lt, :' ,_~. 

and '. seems to imply that unsuspecting victims are more vulnerable 

because they feel more secure. The attitudinal consequence of the 

street lighting program~Ereduced IIfear of crime ll
) 'mayor may not be Cl 

desirable outcome. It depends on what the survey items are in fact measuring 
have 

and on the consequences, attitudes toward crime/for both subsequent 

psychological well-being and exposure to the risk of victimization. 

fortunately, in the absence of sound methodological research on such 

Un-

sub-

jective outcome measures, responses are simply taken at face value. The 

purpose of this study is to 'contribute to a more informed use of these 

and similar measures in future criminal justice evaluations. 

Research Objective of Our Study 

When attitudinal measures are used in evaluation studies, two 

assumptions are usually made •. The first is that the survey report on 

each individual item accurately reflects something that might be called 

a "true" attitude or subjective state of mind of the respondent. The 

second is that variation in the "true ll attitude ;s generated primarily 

, 
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by factors to which it is substantively related. (For example, "fear 

of crime" is presumably a function of contact with and perceptions of 

crime but not directly related to health, weather, sex life, or base

ball scores.) Of course, neither assumption follows from the other. On 

the one hand, we might obtain an accurate measurement of an underlying 

attitude that is not linked to what we think are its substantive deter-

minants. On the other hand, an attitvde may behave just as .... 'e expect, but 

we simply.cannot measure it accurately. Unless both assumptions are valid 

the statistical manipulations we typically perform on attitudinal survey 

data are meaningless, as are the evaluative judgements of social programs 
derivative 

that are based on the/statistical analyses. 
here the 

Our objective/is to evaluate both assumptions,/accuracy of measure-

ment and substantive sources of variation for thirty-three survey items 

: '-

of attitudes toward crime and criminal justice that'were lifted verbatim 

from several well known general purpose surveys (e.g., NaRC, Harris, Gallup) 

and specialized surveys on crime (b.g., the National Crime Survey, the 

Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment). In other words, we .will explore the -- ~. 

statistical properties of a number of 'survey items selected to pepresent the sorts 

of outcome measures commonly used i'n criminal jus'ti~e evaluations; we will assess 

- the quality of measures previously employed by others. 
.... . ~~.' - .', -~------ The empirical characteristics 

-----_ .. '-..... -- "-"-
of the thirty-three will be assessed with data from a seven wave panel and 

through estimation procedures that allow one to simultaneously model substantive 

relationships and the measurement processes (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1977). In 

particula'r, we will: 
._ ... ---- --- ----

1~' "document substantive sou;~es"ofv;;;iation in common survey 
measures .... /hich are often confounded with variation attributed 
to criminal justice program effects; 

. . f t atic sources of measurement 2. document the lmpact 0 sys em 
error; 
3. estimate the amount of random measurement error; and 
4. model these random components. 

.t, 

.,~',.. 

-, The thirty-three survey items are measures of nine underlying dimens'ions: 

five dimensions of fear of crime ("limit activities," "perceived increase," 

"fear city," "fear neighborhood," and "likelihood of victimization,",) and 

four dimensions of respondent evaluations of the criminal justice system--

(llpolice services," "police abuses," "criminal justice effectiveness," 

and "criminal justice leniency"). The items and dimensions are described 

more fully in the chapters which follow. 

Despite some superficial similarities, our efforts should be care-

fully distinguished from important work ~-.-

, -:--,;'.', ,...o.,::~/ exploring -.... , "_ .. , 
measurement error in the National Crime Survey (Feinberg, 1977; Lehnen and 

Reiss, 1977). First~ experience with crime is not a central concern; we 

focus instead on citizen evaluations of the quality of services provided 

by the criminal justice system. Second, even consideri'ng experience with 

crime, we are concerned about overall subjective assessments of such things 

as "safetyU rather than precise figures for the amount and type of victim

ization. Third, the kinds of measurement error emphasized are somewhat 

different. Research based on the National Crime Survey has necessarily 

stressed the particular problems associated with its research design: 

biases introduced by the use of rotating panels, the accuracy of retro

spective accounts covering a six month interval, and various difficulties 

in providing appropriate aggregate estimates of the "amount of crime." We 
with 

are concerned more broadly/many different sources of measurement error by 

collecting and analyzing data less tied to the unique characteristics of 

the National Crime Survey. Finally, our interests are primarily methodo

logical. While concerns with the National Crime Survey have centered on 

actual estimates of the amount of crime, we are condsaering the properties 

'f'I' ~ ~ y "'$~\' :r 7~ ''''0 -~ ·....,.,.t, 
" : 1 0 o' J. I, 

I 0', . , 
I t . • 

1- j. 
I 

• 

, 
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of cOlTmon criminal justice survey meaSUI"es per se as used in program 
of 

evaluations. Hopefully, our critical study/current measurement pro-

cedures will provide useful recolTmendations for better measurement 

technology in the future. 

Conceptualizations: Sources of Error in Survey Data Used in Criminal 
Justice Evaluations 

Broadly conceived, measurement may be approached through the mathe

matical properties of various quantifying devices (Krantz, et al., 1971), 

philosophical underpinnings (Stinchcombe and Wendt, 1975) and/or the nuts 

and bolts of scale construction ~uilford~ 1954). For this report~ however, 

it will suffice to describe in rather concrete terms the likely sources 

of variation in criminal justice survey data and some of their consequences 

fot the assessment of criminal justice programs. And, for purposes of ex

position, we will consider a respondent's "satisfaction with police services" 

as used in the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment (Kelling, et. al., 1974). 

At any point in time, satisfaction \>Jith police services may be a 

function of both substantive and error sources of variation. Specifically, 

we can identify five sources of variation: 

Type I. Substantive sources of variation which are commonly 
measured. 

A. Amount and kind of contact with crime 

B. Amount and kind of contact with the criminal justice 
system 

C. Criminal justice programs 
D. Background of respondent (e.g. sex, age, race) 

Type II. Substantive sources of variation that could be measured. 

A. Daily experiences having no "obvious" relations 
to satisfaction with police (e.g., health, employ
ment, family relations) 

. ~ 

,\, 

! . ' 

/ I 

l' 
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B. Attitudes perhaps related to satisfaction with 
police (e.g., satisfaction with the neighborhood) 

Type III. Substantive sources of variation not directly 
measured. 

A. Substantive factors missed for one reason or another 

Type IV. Systematic measurement error. 

Type V. 

A. Characteristics of the measurement procedure 
(e.g., "learning effects" in multi-wave panels, 
coding errors) 

B. Interaction between respondent and instrument 
(e.g., misunderstandings with less educated 
respondents, interactions of "true" satisfaction 
with police and reporting errors) 

A. Measurement error that is orthogonal to all sources 
of variation listed above but over time is not 
necessarily independent. 

In the usual consideration of such issues as satisfaction with 
, 

police, researchers seem to assume that they are tapping Type I sources 

of variation, and that all other sources of variation are "random." Even 

if this is correct, the use of such "imperfect" measures as outcome (endogenous) 

variables will unnecessarily I"educe statistical power by inflating standard 

errors. Should these measures be used as exogenous variables, their estimates . 
of effect (e.g., regression coefficients) will be biased and inconsistent. 

And should these measures be used as "controls" for covariance adjustments, 

lI underadjustment" (Campbell and Erleba,cher, 1970; Cooley, et a1., 1976) will 

likely result, leading to biased and inconsistent estimates of program 

effects (even if these are measured without error).l 

To make matters worse, the assumption that other sources of variation 

are only "random" (i.e., independent of everyting else) is typically wish

ful thinking. If just the Type V er'rors are correlated with one another 

, 

• - '-
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over time, estimates from a panel study of both the program effect and 

the stability of measured satisfaction will be biased and inconsistent 

(Wheaton, et al., 1977). Any other sources of neglected variation that 

are correlated over time compound the biases. 

In short, the practical reality is that most conmon survey 

measures used in criminal justice evaluations 

are lIimperfect" to some unknown degree. Despite the pleas of some (e.g., 

Boruch and Gomez, 1977), the likely consequences are either ignored as un

important or dismissed as a necessary evil. This report explores whether 

either assertion is justified. 

Implications of Our Research Findings for Future Criminal Justice Evaluations 

The research reported here should have several payoffs for criminal 

justice evaluations. First, we may find that by and large, common survey 

measures used in criminal justice evaluations have large and stable components 

which in fact respond to the criminal justice environment. For example, 

certain respondent assessments of police effectiveness may not fluctuate 

widely over short intervals of time except in response to exposure to crime 

or actions of local law enforcement officials. Validation of such measures 

will allow others to use them more confidently. Second, if some survey 

measures have better statistical properties than others, the stronger 

and weaker measures can be distinguished. Researchers can draw upon our 

evaluations of multiple indicators of the various dimensions in order to 

incorporate only the most reliable measures in their own subsequent efforts. 

Third, we may find that many popular survey items suffer from a number of 

serious measurement problems. In these instances we will attempt to docu

ment the likely sources of such distortions and suggest ways in which the 
I • . 
! I 
" 

I 
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items may be improved, Fourth, to the degree that such difficulties 

exist, we can suggest reanalysis that might provide more accurate findings. 

Similar reassessments have been underway for some time in educational 

research (e.g., ~lagidson, 1977) and in studies fo manpower programs (e.g., 

Cooley, et. al., 1976). Finally, and more generally, to the extent that 

the research reported here is even partially successful, we will have 

denmnstrated the power of some rather recent developments in statistical 

technology which may then have wide application to the criminal justice 

evaluation settings where measurement seems problematic. These techniques 

demonstrate that an accurate representation of substantive processes must 

simultaneously incorporate an explicit model of the research design and 

measurement procedures. In short, there should be an immediate payoff in 

terms of the actual questionnaire items considered and a long run payoff 

in the demonstration of the statistical procedures employed. 

In sunmary, while we have not undertaken the definitive study of 

the quality of survey measures used in criminal justice evaluations, we 

are presenting a wide ranging, systematic examination of common questionnaire 

items on which many evaluations rest. By and large, these measures have 

gone unchallenged in the past and could clearly benefit from closer scrutiny. 

...... ' ¢ ________________________________________ ~"__'_*_.\lo._ ________ ~,._~ _____ _ ........ 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER I 

1. Note that a randomized experiment only eliminates the problems 

produced by inadequate covariance adjustments. The other difficulties 

resulting from measurement error necessarily remain. 

... 

." 
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STATISTICAL MODEL AND RESEARCH DESIGN 

Our research analyzes attitudes about crime and criminal justice 

as reported on seven separate occasions over a 17 week period by 402 

respondents infour metropolitan al'eas. This chapter presents: first, 

the, specification of our formal mult'j-wave panel data; second, the 

research design for obtaining data with which to estimate the model; 

third, descriptive statistics on our sample respondents; and fourth, the 

strategy for analyses reported in subsequent chapters. 

A Multi-wave Panel Model of Survey Reports of .n.ttitudes toward Crime 
and Criminal Justice 

The substantive and error sources of variation in measured reports 

obtained from criminal justice survey data can be represented by a structural 

equation model. In a series of equations, measured variation can be par

titioned into substantive and error variation, while each component can in 

turn be partitioned into systematic and random components. Thus, each of 

the five sources of variation noted above can be rigorously specified and 

empirically'estimated. In this chapter, we specify a model for multiple 

measured reports of a single dimension of "fear of crime," although the 

format of the model is identical for any other criminal justice measure 

(see Figure 2.1). 

The empirical data for the model consist of: 

I} Xjk , Ie. measures offear of crime obtained fl~om respondents on 

each of J separate occasions; 

2) S., a vector of measured determinants of fear of crime (e.g., -J 

contact with crime, employment, other attitudes about criminal 

justice), also obatined on each of the J occasions; 

3) S, a vector of measured background variables (e.g., age, sex, 

race, education), obtained just once. 

.< 

, 

." 
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A structural equation model is presumed to generate the observed 
fear of crime 

covariation among the/ measures, so knowledge of the covariation allows 

to estimate the parameters of the model. Specifically, given the 

specification of the structural model, the variances and covariances among 

the measured variables can be expressed in terms of the model's parameters. 

If, in turn, each parameter can be uniquely determined from the observable 

variances and covariances, then the model is "identified," and the parameters 

can be estimated from the sample data. If some parameters are "overdetermined" 

(i.e.,'if they can be computed in more than one way from the observable 

covariation) then the mcdel is "over-identified". and certain "overidentifying 

restrictions" must hold among the observable variances and covariances. This 

provides for a test of the proposed model from the sample data. If the 
in 

sample covariation is/consistent with the overidentifying restrictions, then 

the model must be rejected (or modified). The models we propose are typically 

overi'dentified, therefore we will be able to evaluate the internal consistency 

of the model as well as empirically assess the components of variation in 

attitude measures obtained from criminal justice surveys. Our model is pre

sented in the following sections; and the identification issue is discussed 

in Appendix 1. . 

The Measurement Model 
For any given respondent all of 

/At the jth assessment, measured variation in/the K reports of 
single, 

fear of crime, X 'k' has a/common source of "true" substantive variation, TJ" 
J . .uncorrelated with T .. 

while each report has a source of error variation, e. I., /Specifically, J 
Jr. 

X . k = :\. kT. + e. k (j = 1, •.. , J; k = 1; •.• , K) (2. 11 J J J J 
(Subscripts for.individua·ls have been sUJmr~ssed to Si~[)lif~'thf !f.position.) 

Parameter ~jk is simply the slope of the condlt10nal expec a 10 s 0 jk 

gfven T. and therefore,is an i'ncreasing function of (positive} correlation5 oetween J. 

~; 

;J 

!i . 

Ii 
II 
II 
I 

II 

II 
ir 
l 
i 

• I 
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the error and true components (Bielby, et al., 1977a, 1977b).1 For 

each of the K measures, the error term has a systematic component core

lated with error variation in the same item measured at different points 

in time, and a unique random error component. For example, with K = 2 

measures of fear of crime, a plausible measurement error structure might 

be: 

e'1 = 
J .' 

~ .. 1 e. 1 .J \lJ- J-, 1 + vj1 (2.2) . 

e'2 = 
J. 

e .. 1 e. 1 J,J- J-, 2 + v j2 (j = 1, •.. , J) (2.3) 

where vjk ;s the unique random error component, and the systematic com-

ponent is Simply a function of error in the same measure at the previous 
2 

point in time. 

The Substantive Model 
For any g.iven respondent, . ,.~ .... 

/there al"e four types of determi nants of "true ll atti tudes about fear 
of ~~ime, T j : a vector of measures backgroun? ~a~tors (that vary abross 

individuals) constant over time, B; a vector of measures SUbstantive de':"r," . .- --
terminants that vary over time, i j,; "true" fear of crime at the previous 

point in time, TJ·_ 1; and the cumUlative impact of unmeasured substantive 
an intercept 

deter'minants, ag:]regated into a single factor, u .. Including / term for 

the mean, jl., the "true" component can .J 
J(with subscripts for individuals 

be expressed /. suppressed) as: \l 

T
J
. = jl. + 6,'. B + 0', S. + S·T. 1 + u. 

J -J - -J -J J J - J (2.4 ) 

The above equation is a SUbstantive model of the determinants of fear 

of crime. Embedded within the measurement model of equations (2.l)' (2.2) and 

·~2.3!.·it is,"purged" of the bi.asing influences of the pattern of response 

errors. Parameter S. represents the true stability of the attitude over time 
, J 

parameter vector o. the influence of measured attributes believed to affect 
--.J 

, 
. 
II 
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those attitudes, and parameter vector a, the effects of socioeconomic 
--.J 

and demograph~c background characteristics. 

Figure 2.1 presents a schematic "path diagram" of the model 

", 

described for four points in time. To summarize, the measurement equations 

(lower portion of the diagram) allow for reporting errors that are systematic 

over time (eij ) and random (vij ),3 and also capture .... potential covariation 

of the error and true components (A, ,). Thus, we can model variation due 
lJ 

to the measurement procedures and due to interactions of those procedures 

with the respondents. Estimates of parameters of the measurement 

equations provide a quantitative evaluation of the quality of the ~urvey i~dicaiors 

and the reactivity of the measurement procedures. The substantive equation 

(upper portion of the model)' allows us to estimate the true stability of the 
i 
i 

II 
II 
" P 
Ii 

attitude, and the degree to whi ch the attitude is affected by background eharacteri sti cs Ii 

theoretically . related factors, and' less obvious measurable substantive 

influences. Furthermore, the estimates of the sUbstantive equation are not 

contaminated by the biasing effects of response error. 

Maximum likelihood computer programs are available (Joreskog and 

S6rbom, 1976) that allow the measurement and substantive equations to be 

estimated jointly or separately. The advantage of the former strategy is 

that it uses all the information inlplied by the model to obtain efficient 

statistical estimates. Its disadvantage is that misspecification of the 
b t t' t' b'" and vice versa su s an lYe equa lon can las estlmates of the measurement equations/. In 

addition to providing efficient statistical estimates, the programs allow 

one to statistically test whether the model successfully reproduces the 

measured covatiation among ~, ~j+and the Xjk , and appropriate modifications 

of the model can be made accordingly. 

.\. 

i 
'I 
~I 
i I 
I 

~ 
I, 
Ij 

;1 

I 
,1 
i . 

• I 
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Described above is a generic model; various modifications are 

made in both the specification and the estimation procedures when it is 

applied to our empirical data. These changes are introduced at several 

points for either substantive or pragmatic reasons (or both) and are 

discussed in the following chaptel~s as each modification is imposed. 

Besearch Design 

Our initial problem was to select the survey items for assessment. There 

exists, of course, no sampling frame for survey questions about crime and 

criminal justice, and we were no more successful in finding summary discussions 

of the kinds of items commonly used. Consequently, we searched for references 

to published and unpublished studies in which crime and criminal justice 

were a major focus and in which survey questions provided salient outcome 

measures. We also consulted with colleagues in the field and pr0fessional 

staff at the National Institute of Justice to find out about relevant research 

in progress. 

With approximately 20 studies in hand, we culled through their question

naires to find survey items appropr-iate for study. This led to a set of 

about 150 survey questions from which the 33 discussed here were chosen. 

The 33 were chosen in a purposive fashion in which we first eliminated all 

but one of a set of nearly identical items. We then eliminated several 

questions that were either severely dated or simply incomprehensible, Finally, 

we selected among the remaining items in an effort to insure that a) a number 

of substantive domains were tapped, b) each domain was addressed by several 

items and c) the items from the same domain would in general terms "go together,lI 

We tried to avoid, for example, clustering and sequei;cing of survey questions 

.j 

I 
I 
I 

, 
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that would violate usual survey construction practices, that would mislead 

or confuse respondents, or flow in an akward fashion. The result was an 

amalgamated questionnaire that looked a great deal like the kind of instru

ment \ole were tryi ng to assess. ... -_ .... -.. -
_ .. - ...... -.. --_. _._.- ... ---. 

Turni ng t? the se 1 ec~i o~. of r~:y'o~dents, we were far more- concerned wi th 

coiblecting data permitting an examination of measurement quality":than with col-

;Iecting data from some subs,tanti ve 

we~~ 'pr'imarily methodolog'{cal.,·: 

population of interes. Th~t is, our interests 
. . ' ... 1-_ . __ . , 

-- -.. -', :"-Moreover, rea 1 i s ti c bud-
---", .. - .. ,,-.... - ... -........ -- .... _-

get constraints restr.icted the options available. It is apparent therefore, that 

our findings should be rep'licated on a larger scale and with a more diverse' sample 
... _ .......... -- ---_._ ........ <-

of respondents. 
....... -.. --_ .. -_. --_ .... -- .. 

In order to unravel the sources of variation described earlier, we 

collected data on a seven-wave panel of about 400 adults. Analyzing 

the panel data with the statistical procedures described above, we are able 

to estimate the impact of a wide range of measurement artifacts. For ex

ample, we are able to gauge the effect of "learning" during multiple ex

posures to the survey instrument \'Jithout "matched" samples of naive sub

jects. Similarly, we are able to determine the resp6nsiveness of measures 

tapping criminal justice concerns to other events in people's lives. Indeed, 

with just the two waves of data it is possible to distinguish persistence 

over time due to correlated errors from true stability of the attitudes under

lying the measured reports of fear of crime. 

Our sample was designed to obtain data on approximately 100 respondents 

in four metropolitan area (SMSA's): Houston, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Los 

Angeles, and Washington, D.C. Within metropolitan areas, respondents were 
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stratified by ethnicity of neighborhood: predominately white, black, 

mixed, or hispanic. Hispanic neighborhoods were sampled only in Houston 

and Los Angeles. Blocks were randomly sampled within neighborhoods and 

households randomly sampled within blocks. Our central concern was to 

obtain respondents in a variety of socioeconomic circumstances. Consequently, 

no attempt was made to select a strictly representative sample of neighbor

hoods in each SMSA. 

Data were collected by Audits and Surveys, Incorporated. Their 

field staff in the four metropolitan areas conducted the first wave of 

personal interviews. Responses were obtained from about 550 households in 

order to ensure a final sample size of 400. In the initia~ il1tervie\-Js, 

respondents agreeing to participate were offered a gift worth about ten 

dollars and a nominal gift was sent to each respondent during the final 

weeks of the study. Waves two through seven were administered as computer 

assisted telephone interviews (CATI) from Audit and Survey's New York offices. 

The CATI procedures minimize coding errors by directly entering responses in

to the computer and by allowing for checks of illegal codes and internal 

inconsistencies during the interview. While CATI is rapidly becoming state

of-the-art technology in opinion polling, our data should be of superior 

quality to that collected in previous research using more traditional methods. 

The first five waves of interviews were conducted every two weeks, 

while waves five, six, and seven were administered over four week intervals. 

This arrangement allows us to examine the effect of the length of time be

tween interviews on the measurement characteristics of responses. Interviews 

began in late April, 1979 and concluded in mid-September. 
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For the most part, our research design was successfully implemented. 

Five hundred thirty-two interviews were obtained in Wave 1 t and 402 inter

views were completed inWave·7, for an overall attrition rate of 24 percent. 

The highest rate of attrition was in the Houston area, where 66 percent (N=87) 

of theWavel .. respondents were interviewedinthe final wave. Final sample 

sizes for the other three areas were 104 in Washington, 110 in Minneapolis

St. Paul, and 101 in Los Angeles. 

Only 306 of our 402 respondents were i ntervi ewed ina 11 seven waves, 

largely because some respondents were not interviewed while on vacation 

during one or more of the intervening waves. Wave 5 (administered the week 

of the Independence Day holiday) exhibited the highest attrition rate; 

only 356 of the original 532 respondents were successfully interviewed. 

The ~edian interval between the initial personal interview and the 

final telephone interview exceeded the intended 17 week interval by 11 days. 

The figures in Table 2.1 reveal that the intervals between each of the 

successive waves were a bit longer than Planned. 4 

Various questions on crime and criminal justice were administered in 

each wave, and data were also obtained on personal events (health, employ

ment, etc.) which might impact the outcome measures of interest. Demo

graphic characteristics of respondents (age, sex, income, education, etc.) 

were obtained during the first wave, as well as detailed information on pre

vious contact with crime and the criminal justice system and respondents' 

perceptions of the incidence of crime in their neighborhoods. A copy of 

",Wave lquestionnaire appears in Appendix 2. Items included in the tele

phone intervie~"s were (by item number on Wavel questionnaire): 10-31, 33-34, 

and 43-64. Questions which refer to events of either the "past month" or 

... 
. . pt" 
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"past year" (item 25-31 and 33) in Wave 1 were changed to "past two 

weeks" and "past month.'" for Waves2 through 5 and Haves 6 and 7 respectively. 

In an attempt to reduce attrition in the later panels, several items were 

omitted in the last three waves. Information on events experienced by "friend/ 

relative outside the household" was not elicited on items 26 and 31 nor was 

information on "others in household" in item 25. 5 Analysis of the first 

two waves revealed that several of the attitudinal measures (items 12, 13, 

24) were extremely unreliable (see next chapter), and these items were also 

omitted in the later panels. 

Social Characteristics of the Respondents 

Demographic characteristics of the 532 respondents interviewed in 

Wavelare summarized in the first 11 lines of column 1, Table 2.2. 6 As a 

cori'sequence of our stratified sampling design, a fourth of the respondents 

are from each of the four metropolitan areas, and about three-quarters live 

in minority or integrated neighborhoods. Race of respondent was obtained 

in the last wave rather than the first (through an oversight in construction 

of the &~ve 1 questionnaire), and about a third of the 402 respondents in 

'~j~ve'7were black, about l1%hispanic, and the remaining 57%predominantely 

white (see Table 2.3). Both the black and hispanic neighborhoods contain 

sizable white minorities, 18 and 13 percent of the respondents, respectively. 

Less than a fourth of the Wave 7 respondents in "mixed' neighborhoods and 

less than 5% in "white" neighborhoods were black or hispanic. 

Our respondents seem, on average, to be more affluent and more 

highly educated than would be found in a strictly representative stratified 

sample. Median income (not shown in table) is just over $20,000 and only 
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10% of the respondents reported income of less than $6,000 . 

lInes 12 through 17 report means and standard deviations on Wave 1 re

ports of selected attitudinal items and measures of victimization. line 12, 

"CRiME SERIOUS" refers to item 13 (see Appendix 2), the respondent's report of 

whether crime is "les,s serious" (coded 0), has serious" (coded 1) or "more 

serious" (coded 2)"than the newspapers and TV say." Our respondents appear to 

express modest concern about the "seriousness of crime (x = 1.40); only 

eight percent report that crime is less serious than portrayed by the media. 

line 13 refers to item 34a (see Appendix 2), the respondents perception of the 

likelihood of,:a break-in while they are away from home as reported on a scale 

from zero ("no possibility") to ten (llextremely likely"). Many respondents 

perceive a break-in to be more than a remote possibility (sixty-two percent 

report scores of at least four), although there is considerable variation 

within our sample (x = 4.68, s.d. = 3.18). Lines 14 and 15 are two measures 

of victimization and refer to indicies constructed from items 28 and 29 (see 

Appendix 2). They indicate respectively how many of five different property 

crimes and three different personal crimes the respondent had ever experienced. 

While most respondents (85 percent) had never experienced a personal crime 

(robbery, beating or sexual ass,ault), a majority (,62 percent) had experienced 

at least one of the five property crimes (break~in, auto theft, vandalism, 

major or minor burglary). Seventy-seven percent of our respondents perceive 

the courts to be too lenient; line 16 LX = .27) refers to i't":m 55 (see 

Appendix), \'1here "too easy" had been coded 0, "too severe" coded 2, and 

both "fair" and "it varies" coded 1. Finally, our respondents provide an 

overall favorable evaluation of police performance (x = 1.17 on item 15 in 

Appendix 2, for which "good" is coded 2, IIfair" coded 1, and "poor" coded Q}. 

although, again, there is considerable variability in our sample LS.d. = .711. 

" 
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Thirty-five percent rated police serVices as "good," 47 percent "fair," 

. and the remaining 18 percent "poor." 

Column 2 of Table 2.2 provides the same statistics for the 76 percent 

of the original respondents who were interviewed during the final wave. 

Comparing columns (1) and (2) allows us to examine systematic sources of 

attrition. The higher attrition among respondents in the Houston area has 

already been noted. The Table also shows an unusually high attrition rate 

among hispanic respondents (43%), and those dropouts were disproportionately 

from the Houston area. 7 Those who remained with the study were more homo

genous with respect to income, education, and age, slightly less affluent 

and a bit more educated, but the differences between the original 532 re

spondents and the "survivors" are quite small. Finally, differences on both 

the attitudinal' and ~ctimization measures are trivial. Except for the 

disproportionate attrition in the Houston area, the ~Jaye 7. sample of 402 

cases appears reasonably representative of the 532 respondents contacted 

during the initial interviews. 

Analysis strategy and Presentation of Statisticai Results 

Only 306 of the 407 respondents interviewed in the last panel were 

successfully interviewed in each p,receeding wave. Of these, many failed 

to provide complete information on the 33 attitudinal measures analyzed for 

this report. Models will be estimated for four subsamples, each having complete 

data on a subset of the attitudinal measures over a subset of the seven waves. 

Respon'dents with complete data on the 17 "fear of crime" ,;tems' in each of the 

first four waves-the FEAR-1234 s'ubsample-will be analyzed separately. Similarly, . . .. 

the CRIM-1234 subsample consists of respondents \'lith complete data on the 16 

"criminal justice evaluation" items. Each subsample comprises a four wave 

.'.".-.. 

~ .... ----------------------------------~~.\_--------~--~---~ 
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panel with an interval between waves of about two weeks. The other two 

subsamples consist of respondents with complete data on the two sets of 

measures for waves one, four, six and seven. Thus-, the FEAR··1467 and 

CRIM-1467 subsamples each comprise a four wave panel with intervals be

tween waves of approximately six weeks (between waves one and four and 

between waves four and six) and four weeks (betwee~ waves six and seven). 

Columns three through six of Table 2.2 present social characteristics 

of the four analysis subsamples. Differences between the subsamples 'and 

the original sample of 532 respondents are similar to but a bit larger than 

those between the Wave 7 and ori gi na 1 samples. 

Chapter 3 reports the measurement characteristics of the thirty

.three survey items. These characteristics are obtained from estimates 

of four wave measurement model s for each subsampl e. :Chapter 4' .... :...:-. .,. 

foc'.iJse~ on thedeterminants of attitudes which underl ie the survey reports, 

taking into account both random and n?nrandom sources of response error 

in reports of those attitudes. 

of crime ,h and ,-

It ·:includes our findings on both "fear' 

attitudes toward the criminal justice 

.. .'. 

system. The final chapter summarizes our major findings, discusses implications 

for evaluating criminal justice progl"amS, and suggests some strategies for 

further research on unresolved issues. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 2 

1. Specifically, equation (2.1) is equivalent to a simple additive model, 

Xj = Tj + ejk' where ejk and Tj may be correlated. For each time period, 

one of the "'k must be fixed a priori in or'der to establish a metric for the 
J . . 

unobservable Tj • Consequently, correlation between error and true com-

ponents can only be determined relative to that in the measure that estab

lishes the metric (Bielby, et al., 1977b: 724-727). 

2. Alternatively, we can allow for less restrictive representations of 

the correlations among error in reports of the same measure at different 

points in time. The least restrictive model would allow all ejl to be 

freely intercorrelated with all ej2 to be similarly intercorrelated (Wheaton, 

et a 1 ., 1977). 

3. With more than two measures of the attitude at each point in time, it 

is possible under certain conditions to assess whether errors in reports 

of different measures obtained on the same occasion COVal"y (i .e., correlations 

between vjk and vj2 ). 

4. Interview dates were not subject to computer editing, so the figures 

on intervals between interviews are only approximate. At each wave, date 

of the i nter'vi ew was not t'eported for several cases, and a few cases had 

dates recorded which were inconsistent across waves (e.g., interview for 

Wave 3 completed before Wave 2). 

5. Analysis of data from the early panels revealed an extremely low in

cidence of events referred to in these items. Furthermore, these events 

appeared to be unrelated to the attitudinal measures. 

6. Fifteen cases with missing data on education were assigned the modal value, 

12 years. Missing data on household income (,58 cases) was assigned from a 

regression prediction based on education, employment status, sex, martial 

, 
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status, city, neighborhood ethnicity, and (when available) respondent 

income. The open-ended income category--"over $75,000"--was coded $75,000 

to minimize the effect of extreme "outliers.1I 

7. Attrition was particularly severe among Hispanics in Houston. Only 

14 of 31 (45.2 percent) were interviewed in Wave!. In contrast, of the 

34 Hispanics originally interviewed in Los Angeles, 23 (67.6 percent) were 

interviewed in Wave 7. 
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MEASUREMENT PROPERTIES OF SURVEY ITEMS ON 

CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

,.. ." 
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This chapter introduces the 17 measures of "feal~ of crime" and 1~" __ 

measures of attitudes toward the criminal justice system, presents estimates of 

a measurement model for assessing the reliablility of the items and stability 

of the attitudes, and evaluates the "discriminant validity" of the measures 

~he degree to which the various items can successfully distinguish among 

different attitudinal domains). A summary of the items' measurement properties 

is presented, emphasizing the relationship of the relattvely unstable survey 

indicator's to the rl;1markably stable underlying attitudes which they reflect. 

Measure of "Fear of Crime" 

The seventeen measures of five dimensions of "fear of crime" appear in 

Table 3.1, and de'scriptive statistics for the FEAR-1234 and FEAR-1467 subsamples 

ap~ear in columns 2 through 9 of Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The first dimension, limit 

activities because of crime (LIM), has three indicators with the respondent, neigh

bors, and "people in general" as the respective referents. The respondents see 

their own activities as least affected by crime, while "peopl~ in general" are 

most affected. The mean responses exhibit virtually no change across the seven 

panels. 

Respondents typically see crime as increasing (PI) in society in general 

and in their neighborhoods, they see an increasing likelihood of being victimized 

themselves, and they tend to view the media as understat~ng the seriousness 

of crime. As in the first dimens'~on, t~espondents typically find crime to be more 

of a problem the society in general than in their own metropolitan neighborhoods. 

Again, there are no detectable trends in average responses across the seventeen 

weeks of toe study. 

, 
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In each wave, about two-thirds of the respondents indicate that they avoid 

certain parts of the metropolitan area (FC) at night because of fear of crime, 

While about forty percent report that they avoid some areas during the day. 

Respondents typically report that their own neighborhoods (FN) are safer than others 

in the metropolitan area, safe for being out alone during the day, but not com

pletely safe at night. Neither the "fear city" nor "fear neighborhood" items 

show any trend in typical responses across panels. 

Of the five dimensions of fear of crime, only "perceived likelihood of 

victimization" (PV) exhibits a clear trend across panels. The likelihood of each 

type of victimization declines mon'otonically across Waves 2, 3, and 4, while the 

variation among respondents declines across the first four waves. Since the 

decline in the means occurs from late May until late June, it is unlikely that 

seasonal trends in crime account for the pattern of typical responses; a response 

bias due to repeated telephone interviewing seems more plausible. However, sea

sonal trends might account for the increase in perceived likelihood of victimization 

at the end of the summer. l Results from the measurement model, reported below, 

may explain why the variation among respondents declines across waves. If re

spondents become increasingly familiar with the instrument over time, the suscep-
, 

tibility of their responses to random measurement errors may decrease across panels .. 

If so, this should be reflected in the measurement model by declining error vari-

ances. 

Comparing the five victimizations assessed by the respondents, a break-in 

v/hile no one is home isviewed as most likely, followed by the street crimes. A 

purse/wallet snatching and a street robbery by force are seen as about equally 

likelY, \'/hile a physical attack is perceived as somewhat less likely. At each 

',.'. , wave,.a break-in while someone 'is home is seen as most unlikely. 

In assessing the measurement properties of each oft he seve.nt"een'Uems, we are 

~e~s concerned with its specific content than with its ability to tap one of 

i . , 
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five "global" dimensions: "1Jmit.activities because of crime," "perceived in

crease in crime," "fear of crime in the metropolitan area II "fear crime in the 

neighborhood," and "perceived likelihood of victimization." Nevertheless, its 

specific content can provide clues to its measurement properties. For example, 

respondents may be able to report on attitudes that refer to their personal safety 

more accurately than on those referring to "people in general." Further, if a 

specific indicator has a sizeable unique substantive component, we should detect 

a modest response error correlation across waves, since only part _ of the item's 

stability will be renected in the stability of the, underlying global dimension. 

Measures of Attitudes toward the Criminal Justice System 

The fifteen measures of attitudes toward the criminal justice system appear 

in Table 3.2, and descriptive statistics for CRIM-1234 and CRIM-1467 subsamples 

appear in columns (2) through (5) of Tables 3.6 and 3.7. There are four measures 

of each of four dimensions--·llpolice services," "police abuse," "criminal justice 

effectiveness," and criminal justice leniency--although one item, perceptions of 

the proportion of crimes solved, is an indicator of both the first and third 

dimensions. 2 That item appears t\"';ce in the tables, since its measurement qualities 

are a function of the dimension it is presumed to index. 

Less favorable evaluations of police services (PS} are reported on each of 

the four measures in the initial personal interview, and there appears to be 

no trend in typical responses over the subsequent telephone interviews. The 

less favorable evaluation may have been elicited by either the initial contact 

or the personal interview situation; unfortunately the two facto)"s are com-

pletely confounded. Wave 1 interviewers resided in each of the metropolitan 

areas, while all telephone interviews were conducted lJut of Audits and Survey's 

New York offi ces. Perhaps respondents were 1 ess cri ti ca 1 of 1 oca 1 selrvi ces when 

speaking to "outsiders;" the trend in the means for the "effectiveness" items 

are consistent with this speculation, but the pattern for the "police abuse" items 

..-... ____ ... ______________________________ ~~ • ...l...\, _______ ~.~-------
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is not. 

The four measures of "police abuse ll CPA) show no clear trend across the' 

seven waves. While respondents tend to disagree with the statement that the 

police treat all people the same regardless of race, they typically do not report 

that the police frisk without cause, s'how lack of respect, or unnecessarily rough-

up people. 

Criminal justice effectiveness (CE) isindi~ated by respondent perceptions 
proportlons , , 

of the proportion of crimes solved, and/leading to arrest, trlal, and prlson. 
decline t ' st' t d proportl'ons /," between Waves 2 and 7, al-With just a few excep lons, e 1ma e 

though the mean value on each of the me~sures is lowest for Wave 1. It is un-

likely that this pattern reflects seasonality in either the true proportions or 

true attitudes about effectiveness. Instead, it is probably attributable to dif

ferential response effects in personal and telephone interViewing and to conditioning 

of responses across repeated telephone interviews. 

, The preceeding discussion focused ?n trends, in typical responses over the 

, " 6 d 7 The few trends tha t seventeen week peri od across Waves 1, 2, 3,' 4, ,an • 

were apparent involved differences in means that spanned only a fraction of one 

standardard deviation of the respective measures. Overall, mean responses appear 

remarkably immune to the effects of repeated measurement. 

The measurement characteristics reported below do not address patterns in 

typical responses. Instead, they index various components of inter-individual 

differences and their stability across waves. We shall examine the degree to which 

overall variation in a measure is attributable to individual differences on one 

of the underlying substantive dimensions (the "truell component) as opposed to random 

",·or unique individual differences (the lIerrorll component). We shall also ex-

amine how the observed correlation of inter-individual differences across waves 

reflects stability in the SUbstantive (lltrue ll
) component an unlque erro d ' (" rll) 
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component. 

Measurement Characteristics -- Parameters of the Measurement Model 

For each of the nine dimensions, the measurement equation for the k'th 
(with subscripts for individuals suppressed) 

measure in the j'th wave isi X'k = A'kT, + e'k' as described ln Chapter 2. 
J 'J J J 

The error components of ~ measure are allowed to covary across waves 

(i.e., Cov (ejkej'k') is zero only for k l k'). The most important para~ 
meters of the measurement model are: (1) aT and a

e
: , the "true" and lIerrorli 

j jk 
components of variation; (2) the reliability coefficient for each measure, 

Pkk" the proportion of total variance in the k'th item attributable to 

the underlying substance dimension;3 (3) the intertemporal correlations for 

underlying dimension T,,4 particularly the correlations for adjacent 
J , , 

waves, PT"T' ; and (4) the intertemporal correlations for the unique or J J-l 

lIerrorll component of each item, particularly error correlations for adjaoent 

waves, Pe , e, . The slope coefficients, Ajk' are less informative. Each J,k J-l,k 
is determined relative to the slope of the reference indicator selected to 

normalize the metric of the unobservable IItrue" component, so only the ratios 

of slopes (Ajk/Ajk' where k t k') are uniquely determined. 

T he terms "true" and "error," borrowed 

from classical measurement theory, must be differentiated from their conventional 

usage. In the absence of an objective validation criterion, the "true" com

ponent is definded by the common variation among the multiple indicators of 

an unobservable variable: The "error" component is the unique variation in 

a given indicator uncorrelated with the variation common to the multiple in-
Note that 

dicators. /individual differences 'in the unique component might persist for 

two reasons. First, respondents might tend to be subject to similar random 
(e.g., making the same IImistak~",over su~cessiye waves) 

errors of measurement on difrerent occaslono/. Second, lndlvlduals m1ght dlffer 

substdntively on an attrioute measured uniquely by a specific questioneaire item 
(e.g., expressing a truly lideviant" response on one indicator over successive waves), 

',,-
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For each of our nine dimensions, correlations among reports of a given 

item across adjacent waves typically range from about .40 to .70 (see columns 

22-24 in Tables 3.3, 3.4, 3.6, and 3.7). Unquestionably, many respondents 

change their reports on these items over a two- or four-week interval. However, 

if survey reports are unreliable, responses may change even though attitudes 

are quite stable. Alternatively, if attitudes are unstable, responses will 

change even when'measurements are accurate. In short, survey reports may be 

unstable because of volatile attitudes, inaccurate measurements, or both. 

Unfortunately, much previous attitude research has simply accepted modest 

observed correlations as prima facie evidence of attitude instability (Converse, 

1980) . 

The multiple-indicator measurement model contains parameters which capture 

both the covariation among unobservable attitudes and the relationship between 

attitudes and survey reports. For example, an intertemporal correlation among 

unobservable IItrue scores ll (PT T ) in excess of 190 would indicate a stable 
j' j-l 

attitude regardless of the instability in survey reponses. Similarly, a reli-
., 

ability coefficient (Pkk l ) lower than .50 indicates that less than half the 

variance in the survey report is attributable to the attitude being measured, 

since the coefficient is simply the ratio of IItrue ll to total variance. The few 

published multiple-indicator studies of attitude surveys (e.g., Wheaton et a1., 

1977; Judd and Mu1burn, 1980) have detected low to modest re1iabilities (.60 

or lower) and modest to large year-to-year stabilities (.50 to .90). 

The parameters of the measurement model contain other important information 

about the effects of repeated measurements on the quality of survey responses. 

While the relative propositions of true and error variance in an item are sum

"l1'Iarized by the reliability coefficient (Pkk l )' the trend across waves in the 

magnitude of the error standard deviation itself (cre ) indexes any increase 
j,k 

. \ 

, . 
I' 

I' , 
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or decrease in the quality of responses. Declining error variances across 

waves indicate increasingly accurate reports across waves, and, conversely, 

larger error variances in the later waves reflects an erosion of the quality 

of responses over the course of the survey. Finally, any IIresponse setll 

elicited in an item should be reflected in correlations among lI error ll com

ponents across adjacent waves (p ). Specifically, the IIresponse 
ej_l,k,ej,k 

setll is introduced when recall of the previous response to the item causes the 

same unique error to be repeated from wave to wave. Statistically insignifi

cant error correlations support the hypothesis of serially independent response 

errors. Large error correlations (greater than .50) would indicate difficulty 

in obtaining truly independent reports of an item across panels. If the IIresponse 

set ll is introduced by repeated measurements, we would expect error correlations 

to largest in the later waves. 

I . 
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Neasurement Characteristics--Attitudes about "Fear of Crime" 

Parameter estimates for measurement models of four dimensions of IIfear 

of crime ll appear in Tables 3.3 (for the FEAR-1234 subsample) and 3.4 (for the 

FEAR-1467 subsample). The observed correlations (columns 22 through 24) range 
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\<1 from .. 33 to .82 for reports obtained two weeks apart (Table 3.3) and from .31 to d 

very 1 ittl e shoul d be made of these corre- ~II 
.82 for measur'es obtained four to six weeks apart (Table 3.4). However,/lations since the iii 

i:! 
stability or volatility of individual items not be attributed aut~matically II 

':1 to the underlying attitudes. Random errors of measurement attenuate "observed 

correlations, while (positive) covariation of errors across waves biases them 

upward. 80th sources of contamination must be incorporated into the measure

ment model specification in order to obtain an accurate assessment of the under

lying attitudes. 

lhe dimension, "limit activities because of crimell (LIM) has an inter

temporal stability of about .90 after the second wave (figures in brackets in 

columns 22 through 24; note that lag-l correlations under "W6" in Table 3.4 refer 

:to stability across two waves, Wave 4 to Wave 6). There is some evidence that 

error variances decrease (columns 10 through 13) and reliabilities increase 

(columns 18-21) slightly across waves. The pattern is far from overwhelming, but 
\~. 

it suggests that the periodic surveys may solidify respondent attitudes about 

"limit activities," leading to increased stability in the underlying attitude 

and greater accuracy of the survey responses. 
The remote referent, "people in general" (not assessed in the final waves), 

is a far l~ss accurate indicator of the underlying dimension than the other two 

more proximate referents. Observed reports correlate only .4 to .5 with the under

lying dimension. 5 Of course, the item may provide an accurate measure of an 

atti~ude not captured by the underlying '~imension, since the "error ll component 

of variation in respondent reports (relatively large for the IIpeople in general" 
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question) is techn'ically just an item-specific source of variations. But if 

respondent "errors" are actually reflections of a nontransient, specific atti

tude, they should be moderately consistent across waves. However, this is not 

the case, since error correlations (columns 25-27) of the more reliable "re

spondent" indicator are substantially larger than those for the "people in 

general" indicator. In short, the more generalized indicator appears not to 

measure anything very well. 
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, underlying 
In sum, a remarkably stable/attitude about "limiting activities be-
(as gauged by the number in brackets), , 

cause of crime"/is most accurately tapped by asklng about the behavlor of 
(not "people in general II) • 

the respondent or his or her neighbors/. Repeated measurement may contrlbute to 

solidifying respondent opinions, but the increasing error correlations across waves 

suggest that a modest IIresponse set ll reaction may also emerge. 

The four items indicating IIperceived increase in crime" (PI) have measure

ment characteristics similar to the indicators of "limit activities." The 

underlying attitude, like IIlimit activitieS", is almost perfectly stable by the 

end of the study (brackets, columns 22-24), and the proximate referents (respondent 

and--to a lesser extent--neighbor) provide the most reliable assessments. "Chances 

of being victimized,1I the most reliable indicator, is an increasingly accurate 

report across waves (correlating .7i with the underlying dimension by 

Wave 7), and exhibits no serial correlation in its error component after Wave 2. 

The two items with remote referents, "media" and lithe U.S.," differ from the 

corresponding measures of "limit activities" in exhibiting substantial correlation 

of errors across waves (columns 25-27). In these instances, their "unreliability" 

may in fact reflect individual differences on a unique substantive component that 

persists across waves. 

Not surprisingly, individuals have quite stable opinions about areas of 

the metropolitian area to be avoided because of crime (FC, see brackets, colums 

22 through 24). Nor is it surprising that it is the existence of areas to be 
(when the risk of victimization is greatest) 

avoided at night/which most reliably reflects their fear (columns 10-13, and 

18-21). Again, the stability of the underlying attitude increases over the 

course of the study, from .8 for a two-week interval to over .9 for the final 

four-week interval. The modest serial correlation in errors for the II day II item 

"::.,. (columns 25-27) may reflect unique substantive content, but the larger error cor

relations for both measures in the last two waves probably reflects the emergence 

of stable item-specific "response sets II or recall biases. 
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In evaluating the respondent's IIfear of crime" in his or her own neighborhood, 

(FN) it is agian fear at night which provides the most reliable assessment 

(columns 18 through 21). The measure comparing respondent's neighborhood 

with others in the area, clearly a less direct assessment, is least reliable. 

However, it is characterized by uniformally large serial correlation of errors 

throughout the study (co'umns 25-27), presumably reflecting a unique, stable 

substantive component. 

Unlike the three dimensions discussed above, "fear neighborhood ll exhibits 

remarkably high stability from the beginning of the study (brackets, columns 

22-24). It may be that fear of crime in one's own neighborhood is both a stable 

and salient attitude, not requiring the stimuli of repeated measurements to elicit 

a well-formulated opinion. 

f ' th 1 'k 1 'h d of the three street crimes provide the most Perceptions 0 e, e 1 o~ 

reliable subjective assessments of the probabiliby of vicitimization (PV, see 

columns 10-13 and 18-21), even though a break-in with no one home is typically 

viewed most likely and a break-in with someone home is probably as ~hreatening 

as street crime. Only the two break-in items have consistently large error 

correlations across waves (columns 25-27) while these correlations suggest unique 

"break-in" components that persist across waves fot' these items, they may instead 

(or in part) reflect recall contamination across waves. The five items require 
6 

a relatively compl e)t subjective judgement by the respondents, and they are 

administered succes~)ively in the interview. It is possible that. the initial 

items alone elicit r-ecall of the "response set" from the previous wave, and con

sequently the latter- items show little or no serial correlation of response 

errors. 

If substance rather than recall contamination accounts for'error correlations 

in the two "break-in ll items, they should share a common substantive component 

within \~aves. To test this hypothesis, we added a single error correlation for 
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the break-in items and three error correlations among the "street crime" items 

within-wave,' The hypothesis that the within wave error correlations are 

jointly zero is easily rejected (X2 = 97.55 with 12 degrees of freedom and 

~ ~:OOT for the FEAR-1467 subsample). Nevertheless, the indicators with 

significant error correlations differed across waves, and the error correlations for 

the break-in items never exceed .1S, so our ~est is inconclusive. For example, .. , 

That is, the d-ata sugge;tth~t"at' 1 eas't some"of the error 'c-orreYati ons are non-zero, 

but point estimates of them fail to show a consistent pattern of "break-in" and 

"street crimen components in each wave. . ..... 
The underlying "perceived likelihood of victimization" dimension, like "fear 

neighborhood," show little increase in stability after the second wave (brackets, 

columns 22-24).7 Again, attitudes concerning personal well-being may be sufficiently 

salient so that a well-articulated attitude exists before the repeated survey 

measurements. Finally, "perceived likelihood of victimization" is a bit less 

stable across waves than the other four dimensions of "fear of crime" (although 

a stability of .S is still rather large),S Perhaps attitudes about the risk of 

victimization are more strongly infludenced by changes in perceptions of the crime 

rate and other determinants that vary between waves; the analysis in the next 

chapter is designed to address this issue. 

In sum, while individual items have correlations as low as .33 and typically 

in 'the range of .4 to .7, the five underlying dimensions of "fear of crime" are 

remarkably stable over the seventeen week period. Measures that refer to either 

the respondent or his or her neighborhood provide more reliable assessments than 

do items \'iith less proximate referents (e.g. "people in general," or "the U.S."). 
~. , " 
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Three of the five dimensions eXhibited increasing stability over the course of 

the study, suggesting that for some contf~nt domai ns the measurement process 

itself contributed to the construction of well-articulated attitudes. However, 

this process was not evident in the assessment of attitudes presumed to be more 

,salient to the respondent: the safety of the neighborhood and the likelihood 

of victimization. 

The stability of each dimension over the six weeks between Waves 1 and 4 

.. -- .. - ....... _-------- ---- ----_ ... _ .•.. _- .................. --------... _.-
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was nearly ~s 'large a~ over the two weeks between Waves 1 and 2. (In two in

stances the six-week stability was actually slightly greater; compare brackets, 

column 22 in both tables.) Since the stabilities do not drop appreciably over 

longer intervals, these attitudes apparently are not transmitted over time by 

a Markov-type process, but instead are characterized by a short-term IImemoryll 

or II state dependence. 1I Further evidence of this is presented in the next chapter. 

For several items iotertemporal correlations of unique lIerrorll components 

increased over the course of the study, suggesting the crystallization of II re-

sponse sets" as respondents became increasingly familiar with the survey instrument. 9 

However, other IIlearning effectsll that we anticipated did not materialize. There 

was no uniform tendency for the magnitude of response errors to decrease and 

reliabilities increase over the course of the study, although this did occur 

for several items~ Telephone interviews did appear to elicit more acc~rate re

sponses than the initial personal interviews, suggesting that the opportunities 

for quality control within the CATl format offset the advantages of face-to-face 

'intervi ewi ng. ..; ... 
',.1'" 

The goodness-of-fit statistics columns 28 through 30) provide an evaluation 

of the adequacy of the measurement models for each dimension. The number of 

restrictions implied by the model equals the degrees of freedom (OF), and the 

chi-square statistic provides a test of the hypothesis that all restrictions are 

satisfied by the population moments. Acceptable goodness-of-fit statistics 

were obtained in at least one of the two subsar~ples for four of the five dimensions. . . 
However, the hypothesis that all restrictions hold must be rejected at conventional 

levels of statistical significance in both subsamples for the "perceived victim

ization" (PV) measurement model. Unf?rtunately, no plausible alternative model 

provided a satisfactory fit, so we can conclude only that there ;s some distor-

t · '. 10 10n ln our representatlon of the measurement process for the PV dimension. 

Each measurement model discussed above is a representation of the covariation 
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among indicators of a single dimension across panels of the survey. The IIdis

criminant validityll of these indicators (their ability to discriminate among 

empirically distinct underlying d;mension~ cannot be evaluated from such models. 

To examine whether the seventeen items do indeed measure five distinct dimensions, 

we estimated measurement models for all items within each wave, across dimensions. 11 

Table 3.5 presents zero-order correlations among the five underlyin~dimensions 

for the FEAR-1467 subsamples. 

The correlations clearly demonstrate that the dimensions are empirically 

distinct. More than half the variance is shared between dimensions only for 

"fear neighborhood" (FN) and "perceived victimization" (PV) in Wave 7 (.772 = .59). 

However, there is a tendency for the dimensions to become more highly correlated 

across the course of the study, and this could reflect either a crystallized 

orientation toward "fear of crime" as a result of participation in the survey 

or simply a tendency to overstate consistency across all-tao-familiar items by 

the seventh assessment in seventeen weeks. Finally, the disappointing chi-square 

statistics for Waves 1, 4, and 7 are probably due to poor fit among the five 

"perceived victimization" items, since the fit for Wave 6 (where they are 

absent) is quite satisfactory. 

Measurement Characteristics--Attitudes about the Criminal Justice System 

Measurement characteristics of the criminal justice items appear in Tables 

3.6 and 3.7. Like the IIfear" dimensions, the attitudes underlying the criminal 

justice items are quite stable; indeed, three of the four dimensions are almost 

perfectly stable by the end of the study (brackets, columns 22-24). 

Attitudes toward "police service" (PS) are most reliably assessed by the two 

general evaluative items on police performance and protection (columns 18-21) • 

One measure, ·police response time," is nearly as reliable, but the other, 

IIpercent of crimes solved" is barely responsive to "true ll variation in the under

lying dimension. The latter item is a direct measure of the lIeffectiveness ll 

, 
. .. 
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(CE) dimension.as well, which should account for the unusually large stability 

of its unique "error" component (columns 23-25) across waves. All four indicators 

have modest to large ser'ially correlated errors by the last two waves, suggesting 

again that recall contamination be~omes increasingly important as the measure

ment process is repeated over the seven panels. 

Three of the four measures of "police abuse" (PA·)--"frisk without cause," 

"show no respect," and "unnecessarily rough-up" are each quite reliable assess

ments of-the underlYl~ng cinlen'sion (Pii' of ,.7D.or greciter a'fter Wa.ve 3.). The 

item 'referring to "equal treatment regardless of race" apparently taps a different 

aspect of perceived police abuse, since its reliablity never exceeds .10, while 

the intertemporal stability of its unique "error" component, as high as .7 in the 

last two waves, greatly exceed that of -the other three items. 

"Criminal justice effectiveness" (CE) is the only underlying dimension 

that does not approach perfect stabi1 ity by the end of the study (brackets, 

Columns 22 through 24), but an intertemporal stability of .92 in-the final wave 

hardly suggests a "volatile" attitude. "Percent of crimes solved," the indicator 

of "effectiveness" which also measures "police service," is the least reliable 

measure of both the CE and PS dimensions (columns 18-21):2 Variation due to the 

IIpolice serv.ice" dimension presumably a:counts for the item's stability in its 

unique lI error" component as a measure of effectiveness (columns 25-27). About 

forty percent of the variance in the percent sol ved" item was attri but-
CE and PS 

able to thel dimensions together in each of the within-wave multidimensional models. 

But as study progressed. the item became increasingly sensitive to the "effective

ness" dimension and a less reliable indicator of "police service." 

h ilt t" d "percent trl"al li 

It is not immediately apparent w y percen arres s an 

should be the rnost"accurate'indicators of the "effectiveness" dimension 

(columns 10-13 and 18-21). Indeed, it could be argued ~ priori that perceived 

c'onviction and incarceration rates should be most salient to respondents' concerns 
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about crime and criminal justice. The four items which appear sequentially on 

the questionnaire refer to events which occur in the same sequence: solve--arrest-

trial--prison. But the occurrence of each event is conditional on the outcome of 

the preceeding event (e.g. a trial cannot take place if there is no arrest), and 

a similar conditional dependence might structure individual responses. Unfortunately, 

the measurement model does not incorporate such dependence; it simply represents 

what is common to the four items. Thus, it is not surprising that perceptions 

about the 1:\'/0 intermediate events most accurately capture whatever common re-

sponse is elicited by all four, even though the measurement model itself might 

be a less than accurate portrayal of the measurement process. Indeed, the relatively 

large goodness-of-fit statistics in both subsamples for the "effectiveness" model 

are evidence of some misspecification (columsn 28-30). 

Attitudes about leniency in the criminal justice system (CL) are measured 

by items referring to the courts, parole boards, the Supreme Court, and the 

law. The first two (with possibly less remote referents) provide more accurate 

assessments, although the reliabilities never exceed .60 (columns 18-21). Responses 

about the Supreme Court and the law have reliabilities which typically range 

from about .20 to .30, while all items but the first have moderately stable unique 

"error" components (colum ns 25-27). While no one item is an overwhelmingly accurate 

measure of the "leniency" attitude, the underlying dimension iteself is remarkably 

stable across the course of the study (brackets, columns 21-24). 

Table 3.8 shows that the four dimensions. of attitudes toward the criminal 

justice system are even more distinct than the five "fear" dimensions. Apart 

from "police sel"vice" and "police abuse" which consistently correlate about -.66, 

the dimensions are virtually mutually orthogonal (including the two which share 

an indicator), and there is no tendency for the d'jmensions to become less distinct 

during the course of the survey. 

To sunmarize, the "criminal justice" dimensions, like the "fear" dimensions, 

t _fF .. ..-m 
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are remarkably stable, particularly during the final waves. With few exceptions, 

more accurate assessments were elicited in the computer-assisted telephone inter

views than in the initial personal interviews, although this may be attributable 

in part to the order in which the instruments were presented (personal before 

CATl). Further, there is no uniform tendency to elicit more reliable responses 

in the later panels. The "criminal justice" dimensions are less highly inter

correlated than the "fear" dimensions, and unlike the latter they show no evidence 

of becoming less distinct in the last panels. Similarly, there is less evidence 

that the unique "error" components of the individual items become more stable at 

the end of the study. Consequently, there is little evidence of "response sets" 

or other forms of recall contamination emerging after repeated measurements. In 

short, the "criminal justice" items appear "cleaner" than the "fear" measures 

(even if not always as reliable). However, this interpretation is subject to one 

important qualification: the "criminal Justice" measurement models typically have 

less adequate "goodness-of-fit" statistics, so the individual items may be subject 

to sources of systematic bias not captured by the models. 

Conclusion 

At the onset of the study, our speculation was that attitudes toward crime 

are: 1) like all subjective phenomena, very difficult to measure; and 2) quite 

volatile, even if they can be measured. Thus, alanyses that take responses to 

public opinion surveys at face value would be quite misleading, since variation 

in a poor measure of a transient phenomenon is largely noise. 

Although our findings emphatically indicate that survey responses should not 

be taken at fate value, they have not specifically confirmed our speCUlations. 

First, we find that one can measure subjective "attitudes ll about a topic if these 

lIattitudes" are defined operationally as the common component of survey items 

.t. 
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eliciting respondent opinion on that topic. Second, we find that underlying 

dimensions or lIattitudes" toward five dimensions of "fear of crimell and four 

dimensions of IIcriminal justice" are remarkably stable, often correlating .90 

or higher over a two- to six-week interval. Third, we find some items are quite 

sensitive to underlying "attitudes," with reliabilities of .80 or higher, while 

variation in other items is largely orthogonal to the underlying dimension which 

they are presumed to index. Fourth, we find instances in which both measurement 

characteristics of survey indicators and the underlying attitude itself are 

affected by the measurement process. For example, repeated measurements may not 

only improve reliability of the responses while increasing their susceptibility 

to recall contamination; they may also increase the stability and coherence of 

the underlying attitude. 

Most importantly, our findings confirm the concerns which motivated the study: 

that disentangling measurement artifacts from SUbstantive variation requires an 

explicit model of the research design and measurement process. This concern is 

just as important in the following chapter, where we investigate the substantive 

determinants of attitudes toward crime and crim'inal justice. There, we focus on 

what determines individual variation on the nine underlying dimensions, and each 

analysis is imbedded within one of the measurement models presented in this 

chapter. 

Finally, even before discussing the analyses presented in the next chapter, 

there are several specific recommendations that can be extracted from our find

ings. First, it is extremely unlikely that outcome measures in evaluation studies 

based on single survey items will be able to distinguish the Signal from the noise. 

In other words) Single items of an attitudinal nature will almost certainly be too 

unreliable to yield accurate measures of program effects. 

, 



Second, survey outcome measures should be tailored as closely as possible 

to the particular treatments being evaluated. Global assessments will typically 

be next to useless. Thus, it is far better to ask respondents, for example, if 

police "usually read people their rightsll than to ask whether the criminal 

justice system is properly responsive to due process concerns. 

Third, it is apparent that at least for the kinds of outcome measures we 

have considered, several different and nearly orthogonal, substantive domains 

are being tapped. Thus, the more usual concept of validity surfaces: one needs 

to be concerned with whether one's survey items are really measuring what they 

are intended to measure. In particular, survey items need to be designed with 

specific program effects in mind. For example, programs aimed at reducing street 

crime in particular neighborhoods should not be evaluated with survey questions 

about the city as a whole. 

Fourth, our data suggest that the quality of survey-based outcome measures 

might be improved if some time were taken to lI educate" respondents. Recall that 

there is some evidence that with each wave, underlying attitudes often become 

more stable (beyond the role of correlated errors across waves). This implies 

that efforts to help respondents think about the issues before a questionnaire 

is administered might improve meaSUI~ement quality. This could perhaps be done 

with a brief discussion of the overall issues, some IIwarm Up" questions introduced 

as "examples" of the kinds of items that were going to be employed, or IIthrow-away " 

questions early in the questionnaire. 

Fifth, there is no evidence that interviews undertaken through CATI approaches 

produce data of lower quality; if anything, data of higher quality result. This 

means that researchers are apparently free to capitalize in the lower per-unit 
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costs of telephone interviews enhanced by CATI technology. Note, however, that 

the comparison is between face-to-face interviews and phone interviews coupled 

with CATI procedures. A comparison between face-to-face interviews and phone 

interviews without CATI procedures has not been undertaken here. 

Sixth and last, when evaluation studies are planned in which survey outcome 

measures will playa salient role, researchers might well anticipate the need 

to apply the kinds of statistical procedures we have employed here. The use of 

multiple indicators, for example, will be of little use unless the information 

they provide can be formally integrated into one's results. This implies the 

need not only to become familiar with the relevant statistical technology, but 

also the need to think through in advance the required substantive and measure

ment models. In the case of the latter, for instance, it may turn out that one 

may only need to rely on two (good) indicators of some underlying attitude. 

Consequently, questionnaire space that might have been allocated to obtaining 

additional indicators can be put to other uses. In short, there should be at 

least two productive consequences; the statistical procedures will enhance the 

survey analysis once the data are on hand, and anticipation of the statistical 

procedures should help one design a more effective and efficient questionnaire. 

\ 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER III 

1. Unfortunately, the Wave 5 and Have 6 responses to the IIperceived 

victimization ll items were lost through a processing errors in the computer-

assisted telephone interviewing. If the responses can be recovered, we 

will be able to provide a more definitive assessment of the time trends in 

mean responses. 

2. Perceptions o~ the proportions of crimes which lead to arrest were also 

included as measures of police services in preliminary measurement models, 

but the item had virtually no relationship to the underlying dimension. 

3. The reliability coefficient Pkk" is equal to Ajkor./aX'k 
, J J 

which is 

identical to 1 - (a 2 /a
X
2 

), since aX
2 = A~kaT2 + a2 

• It is 
ejk jk jk J Y ejk 

also equal to 

the square of the bivariate correlation between the observed measure and 

underlying true component. 

4. Structural equations models which account for the covariation among the 

Tj are presented in Chapter 4. A single determinant of T, 
J 

(gender) was 

included in the measurement model in order to identify correlations among e'k 
(see Appendix 1), J 
5. The correlation between the underlying trait and the observed report equals 
the square root of the reliability coefficient. 
6. Consequently, it is not surprising that error variation (columns 10 - 13) 

appears to decline across waves, particularly between Haves 1 and 2, as 

respondents become familiar with the items. 

7. Note, however, that the IIW7" entry (columns 24) in Table 3.4 refers 

to stability between Waves 4 and 7, a ten week interval. 
" , 

8. "Perceived likelihood of victimization ll also appears to be the only di-

mension for which a trend emerges in the amount of "true ll variation 

(brackets, columns 6-9). "True ll variation seems to increase over the course of 

the study; that is, individual perceptions seem more differentiated at the 

end of the study. However, while error variances, reliabiliby (proportion of 

observed variance attrubutable to the "true" component), and the ratio of 

r>: . 
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"true score" slopes are 11' . t 'h a lnvarlan Wlt respect to the indicator chosen 

to normalize the metric of the unobservable dimensions, the absolute amount 

of "true ll variation (and its trend across waves) does depend on the specific 

normalization imposed. 

than one might expect. 

Consequently, extimates of a2 are 
T less informative 

9. There is no necessary or tautological connection between increasing 

stabil,ity and incr~asing serial correlation of errors. Indeed, we would 

expect only the latter in a situation where an emerging IIresponse setll 

completely accounted for the greated consistency of responses across the 

final waves. 

10. The poor fit may be due to small departures from many of the restrictions 

or large departures from just a few restrictions. We suspect the former, 

since no single plausible alternative provided an adequate fit. 

11. Two error correl ations were specl' fl'ed.· for h t e IIdayli and "ni ght" items 

respectively across the "fear city" and IIfear neighborhood" dimensions. 

12. We spec~fied within-wave multidimensional models when both the "percent 

solved ll and "percent arrested" items were measures of the two dimensions, 

PS and CE, but only "percent solved" had a significant relationship to the 

"police service dimension." 

. " 
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IV 

DETERMINANTS OF ATTITUDES TOHARD CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

The previous chapter assessed the measurement properties of 32 survey 

items which reflect nine underlying dimensions or attitudes about crime 
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and criminal justice. It also examined the stability of individual differences 

on the underlying attitudes over a seventeen week period. This chapter ex

amines the substantive sources of variation in those unobservable attitudes 

that are measured indirectly through the survey items. While only estimates 

for substantive equations (see eq. 2.4) are reported here, each is embedded 

within a measurement model identical to one reported in Chapter 111.1 

The remarkably high stabilities of the underlying attitudes that were 

detected in the measurement model modified our expectations about those attitudes' 

substantive sources of variation. Attitudes which approach perfect stability 

over a two to four week period are probably not very sensitive to the occurr

ence of daily life events that are unrelated to crime. Consequently, 

we devoted less attention to refining that part of our substantive model 

than we had originally planned. Further, since individual differences in 

underlying attitudes changedlittle during the course of the survey, 

both socioeconomic background traits and prior contact with crime should 

effect attitudes in the second and subsequent waves primarily through 

their influence on initial (Wave 1) attitudes. As a result, the sub

stantively interesting findings should come from the reduced form equations, 

since they document the total effects of background and prior contact on later 

att'.tudes as mediated by earlier attitudes. Finally, since there is so 

little change in attitudes between adjacent waves, we present results of 

a substantive model for attitudes in Waves 1, 4, and 7 -- separated by 

median intervals of 49 and 74 days respectively (see Table 2.1). Models 

. . 

that we have estimated for adjacent waves contain virtually no infor-

mation in their structural forms (apart from the fact that Wave IITII 

attitude is almost exclusively a function of attitude at Wave IIT-11I) , 

while the reduced forms of those models simply confirm the findings we 

present below. 

Measures of Substantive Sources of Variation 

The exogenous background variables (age, gender, city, ethnicity 
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of neighborhood, income, and education) are described fully in Chapter II. 

Six measures of prior contact with crime and criminal justice are described 

in Table 4.1: 

1) victimization by five different 'property crimes; 

2) victimization by three different personal crimes; 

3) extent of violent crime in the neighborhood during the past year; 

4) victimization of others in the household over the past year; 

5) receiVing police ass~stance during the past year; and 

6) prosecution of respondent by the criminal justice system over 
the past year. , 

The four crime variables refer to subjective reports of the number of 

different kinds of offenses that had been committed, not the incidence or 

absolute number of each. Respondent reports of incidence were included 

in preliminary models but had no significant effects net of the measures 

described in Table 4.1. 

Daily life events were divided into four categories: IIminor bad ll 

(e.g., illness, arguement), IIminor goodll(e.g., good trip, received gift), 

IImajor badll(fired, separated), and IImajor goodll(e.g., married, received 

raise). Within each category, the number of such events that had oc

cured since the previous interview were sunmed (see Table 4.1). Our 

____________ ....... ____________________ • _________ ~ .............. J...l. ________ ~ _____ ~ __ _ 
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hypothesis was that individuals experiending favorable events and 

fewer unpleasant events would report less fear of crime and less critical 

attitudes tm'lard the criminal justice system. In short, we speculated 

that attitudes toward crime and criminal justice may simply reflect (at 

least in part) satisfaction or dissatisfaction with life in general. 

Finally, our model included two subjective reports of respondent 

victimization and neighborhood crime during the interval between inter

views. Again, each measure refers to the number of different kinds of 

crimes committed, not actual incidence. 

Our recursive three equation substantive model is as follows: 

1) Wave 1 (unobservable) atti~ude is dire~tly affected by ~en'ex-_ 
ogenous socioeconomic ~t~rlbu~es ~nd SlX measures of prlor con 
tact with crime and crlmlnal Justlce; 

2) Wave 4 attitude is directly affected by Wave 1 atti~ude, socio
economic attributes, prior contact, life events dur:ng the pre
vious two weeks, and perceived victimization and nelghborhood 
crime duri ng the previ ous blo weeks; 

attitude I 

3) Wave 7/is directly affected by Have 4 attitude, all of the latter s 
determinants, life events during the previous f?ur weeks, a~d per
ceived vict~mizat;on and neighborhood crime durlng the prevlous 
four weeks. 

Reduced Form: Socioeconomic Differences in Attitudes Toward Crime and 
Criminal Justice 

Reduced form coefficients are reported in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. To 

facilitate comparisons across outcomes, the unobservable attitudes have 

been converted to a standardized metric, so each coefficient represents 

an expected attitude difference in standard deviation units for individuals 

one (metric) unit apart on a predetermined variable. The LISREL IV maxi-

mum likelihood estimation procedure does not provide standard errors for 

reduced fo'rm coeffi ci ents, so there is no way to di re~tly gauge the sampl ing 

va.ria.bil ity of the estimates in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. However, estimates from 

, . 
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the structural form suggest that coefficeints for binary variables 

(gender, city, and neighborhood ethnicity) greater than .35, age 
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and income effets greater than .010, and education coefficients greater 

than .090 in magnitude typically have t-ratios in excess of 2.0. Further

more, it is unlikely that substantively meaningful effects which are rep

licable across waves and outcome variables are artifacts of sampling vari
abi 1 ity. 

Table 4.2 reveals consistently large effects of gender, city, and 

neighborhood ethnicity on the five dimensions of "fear of crime." Male 

attitudes ·on "fear city,1I "fear neighborhood," and "perceived likelihood 

of victimization" are typically about one-half. standard deviation below 

those of females, while gender differences are nearly as large for "limit 
In other words, men are apparently less concerned about being victim-

activities" and "perceived increase. II I Consistent city differences appear ized. 

on each dimension except "fear city": residents of the Houston and Los 
. (more fearful) Angeles metropolltan areas tend to hold attitudes substantially higher/on 

the four dimensions than do residents of the Minneapolis and Washington D.C. 

areas (note that Los Angeles, the omitted category, has an implicit co-

efficient of zero). The city differences in attitudes are particularly large 

on the "lim'it activities" and "perceived increase" dimensions, spanning 

a range of nearly one standard deviation between the two seemingly crime 

conscious "sun belt" cities and the two other areas. However, the corre-
lation between attitudes and latitude does not hold for the dimension "fear., 

areas of the city.1I Washington area residents apparently recognize' par

ticularly dangerous parts of their city (making them similar to Houston's 

respondents) while our Minnesota and Southern California respondents are 

less likely to make such distinctions. Thus, Los Angeles area residents 

tend to feel vulnerable in their own neighborhoods but seem not to strongly 

differentiate across neighborhoods, while in contrast, Washington area residents 

. 
I 
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tend to feel relatively secure in their own neighborhoods but avoid parti

cular parts of the city. 

Attitudes about fear of crime are quite sharply differentiated between 

minority and white neighborhoods on two dimensions: "fear neighborhood" and 

"perceived likelihood of victimization. 11 Residents of Hispanic neighborhoods 

feel particularly vulnerable; typical attitudes about fear of crime in those 

neighborhoods are more than a standard deviation above those expressed in 

white areas. Interestingly, at the initial interview, residents of white 

neighborhoods typically perceived more increase in crime (PI), but the ethni

city differences on this dimension are attenuated in the subsequent panels. 

Both age and income effects were consistent across dimensions of "fear 

of crime," but in every case the effects were substantively negligible. Older 

respondents seem to be more fearful on each dimeniion, but the effects are 

typically no more than a fourth of a standard deviation for fifty years of age 

(i.e., a coefficient of .005 in Table 4.2). Similarly, high income respon

dents are typically less fearful, but in only one instance does the effect 

exceed a third of a standard deviation for $50,000 of income (i.e., a coeffi

cient of -.007 in Table 4.2). The effects of education are neither consistently 

large nor. consistent in direction. 

Gender, city, and ethnicity differences may simply reflect differences 

amoni various g~oupS in their contact with crime. If so, these differences 

should be sharply reduced once the six measures of prior contact with crime 

are controlled. Table 4.4 contrasts the total and direct effects of socio

economic characteristics on initial (Wave 1) attitudes, showing that this is 

definitely not the case. \~hile introducing the six measures of prior con

tact increases the coeffici~nt of determination (R2) by anywhere from .05 

(for "fear areas of city") to .10 (for "limit activities"), prior contact 

, .. h., does not mediate the effects of gender, city, and neighborhood ethnicity. 
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Comparing total and direct effects, most are reduced very little, a few 

are increased, and none are reduced by even 50 percent when prior contact 

is contro 11 ed. 

These results suggest: 1) that our respondents hold quite stable 

attitudes about "fear of crime" which tend to be gender-, city-,and neigh

borhood-specific; and 2) that there are differentiated "climates of fear" 

among these subgroups which cannot be attributable to differential contact 

with crime. Nevertheless, consensus is far from complete within subgroups. 

Reduced fonn coefficients of detennination (R2) range from just .14 ("fear 

areas of city," Waves 1 and 7) to .35 ("fear neighborhood," vlave 1), indi

cating considerable "residual" diversity within subgroups with identical 

background characteristics. 

The relatively low R2
as are all the more perplexing given the wide 

variety of individual variables included, the use of dummy variables to 

capture effects associated with the ethnicity of neighborhoods and city 

differences, and the corrections for unreliability and other measurement 

problems. With 20-20 hindsight there appear to be at least three kinds of 

exogenous variables that we failed to consider: particular physical charac

teristics of the environment in which people live and work (e.g., whether 

mass transit stops are above ground or below), the social characteristics of 

the immediate environment (e.g., whether teenage gangs are active) and the 

abil ity respondents believe they have to cope with crime (.e.g., whether 

they feel they are "street wise"). There is, of course, no guarantee that 

variables from these domains would "work," but in retrospect they are good 

candidates. 
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With a few exceptions, Tables 4.3 and 4.5 reveal a similar pattern 

with respect to the four dimensions of attitudes toward criminal justice. 

While women are more fearful than men about crime, gender differences in 

attitudes toward criminal justice are rather small. Men see slightly les~ 
effectiveness in the criminal justice system and are a bit less critical of 

the system's leniency (low scores indicate a more critical attitude). The 

"sun belt effect" persists in evaluation of police performance, with 

Houston and Los Angeles area respondents providing less favorable evaluation 

3 d' 't'cally about police abuses. The of police service and respon ,ng more cr, , 

police service evaluations span roughly one third standard deviation across 

abuse evaluat,'ons differ by more than one-half standard 
cities, but the police 

h ('aga,'n, the Los Angeles area has an implicit coef-deviation in eac wave 
ficient of zero). By"Wave 7, however, Houston area evaluations of police 

abuse are roughly comparable to those iri the v/ashington and Minneapo:"is 

regions (holding constant other background variables), while Los Angeles 

receive relatively critical evaluations by Wave 7. This area police still 
. t h,'gh "nc':dence of'shootingS of pol ice in several Los may r~flect ,n par a 

wh,'ch rece,'ved considerable media attention during Angeles jurisdictions 
'f'f 

o • "" •• 

the summer of 1979. 
City differences in perceptions of effectiveness are not large; 

there is a slight tendency for residents of the Washington and Los Angeles 

ff ' Wh,'le Los Angeles area respondents are areas to see greater e ,cacy. 
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significantly more critical of criminal justice leniency at the beginning 

of the survey (roughly a half standard deviation apart from the other 

three areas), city differences on this dimension virtually disappear by 

the end of the study. 

Neighborhood ethnicity differentiates attitudes toward criminal 

justice even more than it does "fear of crime." Respondents in black 

and Hispanic neighborhoods provide evaluations of police roughly one 

standard deviation less favorable than residents of white neighborhoods 
This replicates, of course, much earlier work (e.g., Rossi, Berk and Eidson, 1974).1 

on both the "service" and "abuse" dimensions.l Ethnicity differences are . t 
almost as large on the "leniency" dimension, with respondents in white 

neighborhoods holding more critical attitudes. Finally, respondents of 

black, hispanic, and mixed neighborhoods each evaluate criminal justice 

effectiveness about one-half standard deviation more favorable than 

those in white neighborhoods. In short, there is a sharp ethnic cleavage 

in which aspects of the criminal justice system respondents evaluate 

negatively. Residents of minority neighborhoods are dissatisfied with 

police service and are critical of police abuses, while those in white 

neighborhoods are critical of the leniency of the system and its efficacy 

in apprehending and convicting criminals. 

Age, education, and income have larger and more consistent effects 

on criminal justice attitudes than on the five dimensions of "fear of 

crime. II Older respondents provide more favorable evaluations of police 

(on both the IIservice" and "abuse" dimensions) and hold more critical 

views on leniency in the criminal justice system. These effects are 
a difference of 

typically greater than a third of a standard deviation for/30 years of 

age. Highly educated respondents provide more favorable evaluations of 

II l' . II d po ,ce serv,ce an are somewhat less critical of leniency in the 

I 
I . 
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criminal justice system. Finally, income has small but consistent 

effects on three of the four dimensions, with aff1 uent respondents 
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slightly ~ critical of IIpolice service ll and both leniency and efficacy of 

the criminal justice systems. 

Again, comparing total (reduced form) and direct (structural form) 

effects of the ten exogenous variables on initial attitudes provides an 

assessment of the degree to which differential prior contact with crime 

accounts for the socioeconomic differences on the four attitudes toward 

the criminal justice system. Table 4.5 clearly shows that prior contact 

does not mediate the total effects of socioeconomic background. Indeed, 

the effects of neighborhood ethnicity, age, and education typically 

increase when the six measures of prior contact are controlled. 

Thus, like IIfear of crime,1I attitudes tm'lard the criminal justice 

system are rather sharply differentiated by socioeconomic groupings 

(particularly neighborhood ethnicity) in a manner which cannot be attri

buted to perceived contact with crime. But again, consensus on the 

(unobservable) attitudes is far from complete. The ten background 

variables account for no more than a third of the variance (see R2 

entries in Table 4.3), so there remains considerable diversity of opinion 

among those with identical characteristics. 

Again, the R
2

,s seem quite low given the corrections for measurement 

error and the wide variety of causal variables included. However, in this 
, ,. 

~' case it is a bit more difficult tO,think of important exogenous variables we 

have missed. Perhaps the major omission is an absence of variables tapping 

what respondents expect from the criminal justice system. Other work (e.g., 

8erk and Rossi ,',1977) clearly indicate.s, that there is considerable variation 

in people's hopes and expectations for the criminal justice system, and it 

1/1. ' \·t, 
, 

. ' 

I, 

seems reasonable that the kinds of assessments we have measured imply an 

underlying yardstick that we have neglected. Whether the courts are too 

lenient, for instance, depends on one's ~ priori standards. 

Structural Form: Contact \~ith Crime, Life Events, 
and Attitudes Toward Crime and Criminal Justice 

:( 

4/a 

Table 4.6 presents estimated structural coefficients which have t

ratios of at least 2.0. The net effects of prior contact with crime, 

reported in the first six lines of the table, are far from overwhelming. 

Only 16 of the 162 coefficients meet the significance criterion, and 8 

are expected to meet the criterion simply by chance. Nevertheless, the 
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seven "significant" effects on initial (Have 1) attitudes are consistent 

in direction, and several are relatively large in magnitude. In every 

case, prior contact leads to more "fearful" stances on the five "fear" 

dimensions 'and more critical eval uations on the four 'lcriminal justice" 

dimensions. Two variables affect initial levels of three sepal'ate 

dimensions. Respondents reporting more neighborhood crime over the past 

year are less secure on the "limit activities," "fear neighborhood," and 

"perceived likelihood of victimization" dimensions, and those who 

reported having received police assistance during the year are also 

typically less secure on "1 imit activities" and "fear neighborhood" and 

are more critical of "police service" in the initial interview. Respondents 

in households where ot~ers have been victimized over the past year 

perceive greater increase in' crime (over a fourth standard deviation for 

each victimization) and are more critical of leniency in the criminal 

justice system (over a third of a standard deviation for each victimization). 

Nevertheless not one "prior contact" variable directly affects any given 

dimension on more than one occasion. In short, while the significant effects are 
reasonable, they pale in comparison to the effects reported immediately above. 

,·'f, :,' Of the 72 coefficents representing the effects of Wave 4 1 ife 

events on Wave 4 and Wave 7 attitudes, 10 satisfy our significance 

criterion (4 should by chance alone) and 7 of them are consistent with 

our hypothesis that when things are going well, respondents are both 

~ less fearf~l of crime and less critical of the criminal justice system. 
.. .~ 

"Major good" events at Wave 4 have the largest and most consistent 

effects, leading to more secure attitudes with respect to "limit activities" 

(Wave 7), "fear city" (Wave' 4) and "fear neighborhood" (Wave 7), and 

contributing to a less critical stance on criminal justice leniency 

(Wave 4) •. Again, however, the persuasiveness of the findings is tempered 
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by the fact that five of the ten significant coefficients represent 

effects of events reported in Wave 4 on attit~des held'in Wave 7, not 

Wave 4. 
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Furthermore, the pattern is not replicated for Wave 7 life events. 

Six of those 36 coefficients meet the significance criterion (two should 

by chance), and four of the six are consistent with our hypothesis. 

However, "major good" events at Wave 7 have only one significant effect 

(attenuating "leniency" critiques), while "minor bad" events have the 

most consistent effect, increasing fear on the "limit activities," 

"perceived increase," and "perceived likelihood of victimization," 

dimensions. In short, the hypothesis that life events exhibit none of 

the predicted effects must be rejected. There seems to be ~ "spi 11 over" 

of satisfaction with daily events on attitudes toward crime and criminal 

justice. However, the influences that are detected are modest and not 

nearly consistent enough to strongly support our original hypothesis. 

Victimization in the two weeks prior to Wave 4 substantially increases 

fear in both the city and neighborhood at Wave 4, yet comparable effects 

are not detected 'in Wave 7. It may be that by Wave 7, attitudes have 

stablized so much that not even direct personal confrontation with crime 

can alter them. Similarly, while perceptions of increased crime at Wave 

4 contributes to both attitudes about "limiting activities" and criticism 

of "police service," crime perceptions at Wave 7 only contribute to 

criticism of criminal justice leniency. 

The meager findings on prior contact, life events, and contemporaneous 

victimization and crime perceptions are consistent with the remarkable 

stability in attitudes toward crime and criminal justice detected in the 

previous chapter. If anything, the estimates in Table 4.6 are biased in 
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favor of finding effects of the eighteen endogenous variables. Models 

we have estimated 'which control Wave 3 and Wave 6 attitudes show virtually 

no effects of the endogenous variables on Wave 4 and Wave 7 attitudes. 

Table 4.6 also presents the direct effect of Wave 1 attitude on 

Wave 4 attitude and the effect of both on Wave 7 attitude. On seven of 

the nine dimensions, the Wave 4-Wave 7 link is stronger than the Wave 1-

Wave 4 stability, even though the interval between measurements is 

almost twice as long. For each dimension except "perceived increase," 

there is almost one-to-one correspondence between individual differences 

in Wave 4 attitudes and differences in Wave 7 attitudes (see metric 

coefficients in parentheses). Again, this supports the speculations of 

the previous chapter that attitudes became more crystallized and stabilized 

as the study progressed. In effect, the process of repeated measurement 

appears to have both sensitized and desensitized respondents. It sensi

tized them to the extent that it contributed to the formulation of 

coherent stable attitudes about nine dimensions of crime and criminal 

justice. It desensitized them to the extent that attitudes became so 

stable that not even direct contact with crime altered their opinions 

and evaluations . .' .. ..,'. .-
. .:.~ ...... ~ . .' , 

Conclusion 

The analyses reported in this chapter revealed that socioeconomic 

attributes, particularly neighborhood ethnicity, gender, and city, 

sharply differentiated respondents' attitudes toward crime and criminal 

justice. Further, they demonstrated that socioeconomic cleavages were 

not attributable to subjective reports of prior contact with crime. 

Analyse~ here and in the previous chapter demonstrated that initial 
. '" 

differences in unobservable attitudes were quite stable and became 

increasingly stable over the course of the study. Finally, the analyses 
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reported here failed to detect evidence that either daily life events, 

victimization, and/or perceptions of the extent of crime locally or 

substantially alter respondents' attitudes. 

We are confident that our analyses provide a more definitive assess

ment of both the measurement properties of popular survey items and the 

substantive properties of the underlying attitudes they are presumed to 

reflect than has heretofore been available. Once again, though, we 

stress that this has been possible £nll because we have been able to 

simultaneously model measurement and substantive processes. Conventional 

regression analyses of the individual survey items would yield results 

strikingly different from those reported here. Such analyses would be 

dwarfed by measurement errors, and attitudes toward crime and criminal 

justice would have appeared relatively volatile and virtually unaffected 

by socioeconomic differences among respondents. Our findings underscore 

the importance of maintaining the distinction between attitudes and its 

operationalization not only in our theoretical musings but in our statis

tical models as well. 

Finally, the results we have just reported do not bode well for the usual 

kinds of survey measures used in criminal justice evaluations. What we have 

found.is that the underlying dimensions reflected in common survey items are 

extremely stable even in the face of important events to which they should 

respond: victimization, contact with the criminal justice system and the like. 

Thus, it is very unlikely that these underlying dimensions will be $ensitive 

to changes in criminal justice policies. In other words, evaluations of 

criminal justice programs in which citizen attitudes and assessments are taken 

as important outcome measures will be "biased" toward null findings. In some 

sense, we have uncovered the worst of all possible worlds: individual survey 
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items are likely to be too volatile to tap program effects while the under

lying dimensions are too stable to tap program effects. 

One possible implication is that citizen attitudes as measured through 

surveys should be discarded or at least complemented with more 1I0bjective ll 

measures not relying on the assessments of citizens (e.g., the time it takes 

for police to respond to a call). Another implication is that it seems neces

sary to go back to the drawing boards when citizen attitudes will figure sig

nificantly in criminal justice evaluations. The traditional sorts of items 

do not seem to work as intended and perhaps the time is ripe for the develop

ment of alternative questionnaire items. At least one productive route would 

be to target survey items more narrowly on the program outcomes of interest 

(as we suggested in the last chapter). Another productive route would be to 

employ more specific kinds of response categories. Thus, it might be more 

productive to ask respondents, for instance, the number of times in the past 

month they felt threatened by teenagers in their neighborhood than to ask in 

general terms whether they feel safe on the streets at night. It might also 

prove useful to spend some time in the;pr~-test phase of an evaluation educat

ing respondents about the kinds of questions that will be asked and therefore 

':' ;~:,"'" '. the kinds of events and experiences to which they should be sensitive. 
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It also does not seem to us that traditional survey methods are neces

sarily the best way to elicit citizen attitudes about criminal justice per

formance. It might be possible to generate more respondent involvement and 

more better measures if the usual question-and-answer format were at least 

complemented by other approaches. For example, Berk and Rossi (1977) used 

card-sorting procedures to elicit respondent judgments about lIappropriatell 

','sentences for convicted felons, and these procedures not only engaged the . 
attention of respondents, but appeared to generate a host of useful indicators 
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of how well the courts are doing. There is also the possibility of using 

diaries to document the kinds of events that criminal justice programs are 

designed to affect. For example, it might be useful to ask respondents to 

record over a week-long interval each incident in which they felt threatened 

by potential criminal activity (e.g., walking home from the bus stop). In 

short, there are a number of ways to elicit citizen attitudes about the per

formance of the criminal justice system beyond the means that have proved 

popular in the past. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IV 

1. Measurement parameters were re-estimated within the full (measurement 

and substantive) model. The full models are subject to many more over

identifying restrictions than the measurement models of Chapter III 

(primarily because predetermined variables are constrained to affect 

survey indicators solely through the unobservable dimensions). Conse

quently, estimates of measurement parameters within the full model 

typically differ slightly from those reported in Chapter III. However, 

in no case were differences large enough to be on any consequence. In 

principle, estimates from the full model are subject to less sampling 

variability. However, we have more confidence in the estimates reported 

in Chapter III. Equations in the full models were estimated sequentially 

rather than simultaneously, so the potential efficiency gain is likely 

not to have been realized. 

2. The substantive models that we estimated actually contain 21 equations, 

since the 18 endogenous variables are directly affected by causally 
, . 

prior variables. However, the determinants of those variables are not 

the focus of this report, so parameter estimates for the corresponding 

18 equations are not reported. 

3. An additional indicator of police service, "How often did you see 

a policeman in this neighborhood?" (questionnaire item 43), was included 

when estimating the substantive model. However this item had virtually 

,;no reliable variance and loadings (A's) near zero. Consequently, it had a 

",negligible impact on the estimatiori of the substantive equations. 
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If nothing else, we have demonstrated the importance of panel designs 

and the application of statistical models that allow one to model simultan

eously SUbstantive and measurement effects, Speci fi ca lly, we decomposed 

covariation among thirty-three survey measures of nine underlying attitudes 

toward crime and criminal justice, separating unreliability in the individual 

items from true stability and change in unobservable attitudes. We found 

each of the nine attitudes to be remarkably stable over the seventeen-week 

period, even though individual responses to the less reliable indicators 

\'/ere hi ghly vol ati 1 e. Many of the attitudes became more stabl,e over the 

course of the study, suggesting that simply participating in the survey may 

have contributed to the formulation of coherent opinions about crime and 

criminal justice. At the same time, we found that individual differences 

in unique "error" components of some items became more stable over time, 

suggesting that participation in the survey may also contribute to the 

crystallization of a "response set" or "recall contamination" across panels. 
• <t- ••• * •• .. • •• ••• 

The highly stable underlying unobservable attitudes were subject to 

sharp regional and subcultural differentiation, although there was far 

from complete consensus among respondents with identical socioeconomic 

characteristics. Further, our results suggest that there are specific 

regional and subcultural IIclimatesli reflected in attitudes toward crime 

and criminal justice, since respondents reports of prior contact with 

crime and the criminal justice system failed to account for socioeconomic 

differences in attitudes. For example, women at'e substantially less 

secure about their personal safety than men, and this difference does 
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not disappear once victimization, perceptions of the extent of crime, 

and personal contact with the police are controlled. However, the women 

in our sample are certainly quite aware that women in general are more 

likely to be victimized by certain crimes. The particular women in our 

sample need not have experienced high rates of victimization themselves 

for their perceptions of an aggregate trend to influence their feelings 

of personal safety. Similar arguments might explain why city and neighbor

hood ethnicity differences do not disappear when prior contact is con

trolled at the individual level. 

Our study was not an assessment of specific criminal justice programs, 

but it does have implications for such evaluations. It is perhaps most 

important to recognize that attitudes about crime and criminal justice 

may be quite stable and are likely to become even more stable once they 

are regul ar1y monitored. Further, whil e the attitudes we measured \vere 

not completely insensitive to contact with crime and criminal justice, 

differences in attitudes between respondents who differ in city, gender, 

or ethnicity were typically much larger than differences between those 

who had recently been victimized or affected by the criminal justice 
, . . .. 

system and those who had no such experience. In short, the usual survey 

measures do not seem to be good candidates for th~ eyaluatton of criminal 

justice programs: individual items are too volatile while the underlying 

dimensions are too stable. 

In this context, we offer the follo\l,ing recommendations. 

1. If the standard question-and-answer format is retained, telephone 

interviews complemented by CAT! procedures promise data of at least equal 

quality to that obtained from face··to-face interviews and will clearly 

reduce per-unit costs • 
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2. Survey items should be far more narrowly focused on particular 

program outcomes of interest. Global assessments founder. 

3. The quality of respondent assessments would probably be improved 

if time \."ere taken in the pre-test phase to educate respondents about the 

kinds of information being sought. 

4. Alternatively, one might achieve the same educational effects 

with "warm-up" questions before the interview actually began or "thro~/-away" 

questions asked early in the interview process. 

5. Response categories should be made far more specific and 

targeted to the kinds of outcome metrics relevant to policy. 

6. Traditional survey items should be routinely complemented with 

"objective" measures of the performance of the criminal justice system. 

7. Alternatives to the usual question-and-answer format should be 

considered such as car sorts and diaries. 

8. There are a number of "control II vari ab1 es that have been neg1 ected 

not only in this study, but most others. For example, respondent assess

ments of how well the police are doing first require a judgment about how 

well police should (or could) be doing. 

9. Evaluations of criminal justice programs should routinely con

sider panel designs and the kinds of statistical procedures we have used 

here. Under such circumstances, it will be possible to model both the 

substantive processes and the measurement processes and markedly enhance 

the accuracy and sensitivity of survey-based evaluations. 

10. There are a host of design options implied by our results. In 

particular, our findings suggest that panels could be spaced a month or two 

apart without any serious loss in attitudinal information. In addition, 

one might employ rotating panels in an effort to minimize any biasing 
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effects from repeat interviews. Finally, telephone screening coupled 

with CATI techniques might effectively allow researchers to target inter

views to specific kinds of respondents who are of special interest (e.g., 

crime victims) or who are the most appropriate targets of criminal justice 

programs (e.g., people who use mass transit). 

11. An enormous amount of work'needs to be done in the development 

of a theory (or theories) of measurement error. In other words, our 

measurement models are vulnerable to just the kinds of specification 

errors that have long been of great concern when substantive models are 

developed. Our approach was, quite frankly, crassly empirical, and this 
r, 

capita 1 i zed to some unknm<Jn degree on type I and type II efrors. 
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APPENDIX 1 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE MODEL: 

DISENTANGLING THE COMPONENTS OF VARIATION IN ATTITUDES 

ABOUT CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

In our research we identify four unobservable components of 

variation in attitudes toward criminal justice: IItrue ll substantive variation 

(Tj ), unmeasured substantive determinants (uj ), and random (v
jk

) and 

nonrandom (ejk ) error variation. Is it indeed possible to disentangle these 

unobservable components from a rather limited collection of measurable vari

ables obtained from a panel survey? Wheaton, et ale (1977: 122-124) demonstrate 

the identifiability of a model Virtually identical to ours, and here we present 

a brief exposition of the identification of a simplified version of our model. 

Figure Al shows a simplified two-panel model with just one background mea

sure and no measured time-specific substantive determinants. Since additional 

background variables, more panels, and time specific measured determinants pro

vide additional observable data that can be USed for computing structural para

meters, demonstration of the identifiability of the simplified model is sufficient 

for determining the identifiability of the full model. 

First, we express the observable covariation among the five measured 

variables, 81, Xll , X12 , X21 , X22 , in terms of the structural parameters. 

Without loss of generality, we can assume that all measured and unmeasured 

variables are expressed in a standardized metric with means of zero and unit 

standard deviations. We shall ignore the structural relationships among the 

unobservable variables for now, and examine the identification of their inter

correlations instead. It can be shown that the 10 correlations among the mea~ 

sured variables are the follOlv'ing functions of structural parameters: 
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PB,X" = P ),11 
B, Tl 

P = PB T ),12 B,X12 1 1 

PBl X2, = PB T ),21 , 2 

PB
l 
X

22 
= PB T ),22 

1 2 

PX
ll 

X
12 

= ),11 Al 2 

PX
ll 

X
21 

= A" A21 PT T 
1 2 

PXll X22 
= A11 A22PT T 1 2 

+ A' ,\' 
11 21 P ell e21 

In addition, the unit standard deviations impose the following: 

1 2 + A,2 = All 11 

1 = 2 + ,2 
A12 A12 

1 2 + ,\,2 = A21 21 

1 2 + ,\,2 = A22 22 

(A 1 ) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(AB) 

(A9) 

(A10) 

(All ) 

(A12) 

(A13) 

(A14) 

The fourteen equations contain thirteen structural parameters on the right

hand side of the equals sign. Is there a subset of thirteen equations that allows 

us to compute unique solutions for structural parameters from observable 

Al-2 

. 
• 

correlations? The three equations, Al, A2, and A5 are easily solved for 

2", 

:, 

All' A12' and PS1T
l
' Similarly, A21' A22' and PB,T

2 
can be obtained from 

A3, A4, and A10. Given this information, P is determined from A7 (or 
T1T2 

A8). All through A14 can then determine '\11' A12 , A21' and so we 

now have enough information to obtain P e 
ell 21 

from A6 and P from A9. e12e22 
Since PT T is overdetermined by these equations, the model 

1 2 -
impl i es that a 

restriction must hold among the observable correlations. After considerable 

manipulation, it can be shown that this restriction is: 

(A15) 

Should sample correlations depart from this relationship more than could be ex

pected on the basis of sampli'lg variability, we would be compelled to reject or 

modify the structural mode~. 

Since all corre1dtions among unobservables are identified, the structural 

relationships amung them (represented by a l , a 2, 621 , Y21' Y21' 921 , and 82,) 
can be obtained from a set of multiple regression-like II no rmal equations." Thus, 

it turns out ~hat each of the structural parameters in our simplified model is 

identified, and the model implies a single overidentifying restriction upon the 

observable covariation. The full model implies many such restrictions, which 

allow both global and specific tests of the model. Further, we could generate 

and test additional restrictions under hypotheses about various parameters in the 

model (for example, Y21 = 921 = 0 implies that Px X Px X = Px X Px X ). 
11 21 '2 22 11 22 12 21 

Fortunately, the maximum likelihood program LISREL (Joreskog and S6rbom, 

1976) allows us to circumvent the tedious algebra. It provides asymptotically 

effi cient parameter estimates, a "goodness-of-fi til measure that can be used to 

test part or all of the implications of the model, and infbrmation that aids in 

diagnosing possible misspecification of the model. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Wave 1 Questionnaire 
I 

I , I 
I 

,I 

I 
I 
I 
~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

RESPONDENT'S NAHE STREET ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE/ZIP _____________ _ PHmm ( ) 

------------------...-------------------------

AUDITS & SURVeyS, INC. 
One Park Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

INTERVIEWER'S NAME 

DATE O'F INTERVIEW 

TIME INTERVIEW 'BEGAN 

. ~, 

" 

QUESTIOl-.1NAIRE: ' CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
EVAl,UATION STUDY 

PROJECT #4987 
March, 1979 

INTER"\TIEWER fI [ 26- --~--~-~,-~-~ 

, ______ ----------~27-

Tum INTERVIEW El-.'IJ)ED ____ TOTAL MIKlJTES ---:-"....,--,..-~ 
(28-29) 

t ... 1 ... ;,,_ 

a', , 

' .. 
..... ;..-: ... 

, " 

. ~. 

, .. , .... 

: .. ~ . 

i 
I 
~ 

, 
.""-



1. To begin with, I'd like to know something about the makeup of your household. Please give me tllf' first 
n~7 on1,i' of all persons who live here \o.'ith you. EI>"TER 11\ GRID BELo\~ UlmER Q.1. LIST RJ:SPO!\DE::r FIRST. 

FOR EACH PERSON L1STED IN ,I ASK: 

2. Ho,,' is (INSERT NAHE FRO!'! Q.1) related to YOll? ENTER BJ:LOl~ UNDER Q.2. 

3. ,\,'hat is approximately (your/his/her) age? ENTER BELOW UNDER Q.3. 

4. CHECK SEX tTh"DER Q, 4 BELOW. ASK Oh1. Y IF NOT APPAREtIT FRO!-I NA!-IE. 

&l 
NAHE 

&l 
RELATIO~ 

SELF 

Q.3 
AGE 

Q.4 Q.5a 
SEX TYPE SCHOOL 

¥.ALE FE."IALE PL!BLIC PRIVATE ----
__ (30-31) ( )32-1 

33-
(X) (X) 

Q.5b 
HEANS OF TFJ·.\'EL 
TO/FRO~! SCHO~)L 

xxx:.: 
39-
40-______ -734- __ (35-36) ( )37-1 

41-

( )-2 

( )-2 

( )-2 

( )-2 

( )-2 

( )-2 

( ) 38-1 ( )-2 

( )46-1 ( )-2 

( )54-1 ( )-2 

( )62-1 '( )-2 

( )iO-l ( )-2 

( ) 78-1 ( )-2 

( )13-1 ( )-2 

-------47-
______ -.;-42- __ (43-44) ( )45-J. 

,,49-
________ 48-

55-
56-______ -;.50- __ (51-52) ( ) 53-1 

57- --------63-
. __ ~ __ '._" -;.58- __ (59-60) ( ) 61-1 

65-
_______ 64-

71-
______ -;.66- (67-68) ( )69-1 

73- -,
______ -:.74- __ (75-76) ( )77-1 

8-

________ -:,.72-

79-
80· 

_______ 9- __ (10-11) ( )12-1 
..... 

'. . 
.. :' 

( )-2 

( )-2 t
---------714, 

15, 

I (5::.,'-:.' 7.!..) _c;::;:2;:.==:...<1 

IF NO CHILDREN 6-17 YEARS IN HOUSEHOLD, SKIP TO Q.6 
IF ONE Q.R HORE CHILDREN 6-17 YEARS 11\ HOUSEHOLD, ASK: 

5. I have a couple of questions about the children in your househoJ.d ,,'ho are attending grade schocl, 
junior high school or high school. Please 'tell me for each child ""hether they attend u public 
or private sc~ool and how they normally travel to and from school. 

.', . 
EN'fER SCHOOL n'PE IN GRID ABo\'E Uh'DER Q.5a. RO!{AN CATIIOLIC SCHOOL IS PRIVATE, ENTER USUPL 
MEANS OF TRAVEL UlmER Q.5b. BE SPECIFIC. IF RESPOh'DEt-."T SAYS IISUS", DETER."ln'E \rnE'rHER 
SCHOOL BUS OR CIn' BUS. IF "PUBLIC TRANS." IS ANS\o.'ER, DETER."l1h'E VEHICLE TYPE: CITY BUS, 

'. .. SUBWAY, TROLLEY;- -ETC. '. 
, ... ~: •.• ,.:., :,.' -~'~';:'~$......' 7'::~ .. '~ ... , ""._." .... ," . 

6.· 'How many years have you lived iu this neighborhood? 
. , IF 1.ESS THAN 01'£ YEAR, ASK NUMEER. OF MONTHS. • 

. ' 
........ ',,' . 

..... :'~ ". . ' '" : . . , 

II YEARS 

." '. 
" ..... 

" , 

_____ (l6-17) 

( )21-1 
( )22-1 

,( )23-1 
( ) 24-1 
( ) 25-1 

. "'.", 

I SKIP COL.26-29 I 

• to 

.1 
I 

f 

.. .... 

, 
• 

9. We would like to know to what extent people carry insurance on certain 
possessions. Please tell me if you or anyone living -v.'itll you ovms a:1Y 
of the following vehicles and appliances and if so, whether or not it 
is covered by insurance against theft or vandalism. 

ASK O'h'NERSHIP OF EACH ITEH, ENTER RESPONSE IN GRID BELOW IT};''DER Q.9a, 
IF "YES", DlliEDIATELY ASK 'hTHETHER COVERED BY INSURANCE A.\"D E1"TER RESPOl\S::: 
IN GRID lTh"DER Q.9b. IF NO TO INSURANCE IN Q.9b, ASK Q.9c IMMEDIATELY: 
Did you try to get insurance but COUldn't? 

CAR 
TELEVISION SET(S) 
STEREO 
BICYCLE 

Q.9a 
O\-.TNERSHIP 
YES NO 
T)30-~n-O 
( ) 33-2( )-0 
( ) 36-2( )-0 
( )39-2( )-0 

Q.9b 
INSURANCE 
YES NO 
TI3l-2T)-0 
( ) 3l l-2( )-0 
( ) 37-2( )-0 
( )40-2( )-0 

Q.9c 
TRIED BUT COULm~' T 

GET INSURAl\CE 
YES NO 
TI :32-2 -() -0 
( ) 35-2 () -0 
( ) 38-2 () -0 
( ) 1+1-2 () -0 

I would now like to get directly into the area of crime and crime control. 

10. -In general, have you limited or 
changed your activities in the 
past few years because of crime? 

11. Do you think that most people in 
this neighborhood have limited or 
r.:.hanged their activities in the 
past fe'W years: because ,they are 
afraid (.)f crime? 

12. 

13. 

........ 

Do you think people in general 
leave been li);lli ted or changed their 
activities in the past few years 
because they are afraid of crime? 

... " ... - .. ' . . '" " . , ; 

Whicii of the following statements 
do you agree ~'ith most? 
Crime is If:ss serious than the ' 

YES () 42-2 
NO . () -0 

YES () 43-2 
NO () -0 

YES 
NO 

:.,' -.IM ......... ' 4~ 

( ) L14-2 
() -0 

~ 
~ '". ;": . . 

. ', 
,~.' ,., •. , .. ,.~.,'.:;. ncwsp3pC'!:S 37.1d TV say. 

,~, '._ ."" C'd:i:le :i s more serious than' th~~" 
. ," .:.:'" ',' ,,,,:: ,:. nCt~spap(.!rs and TV say. ' 

... '.' " Cd.me is about as serious as 
",' the newspaper aud TV say~ 

" .:,' CHfo:CK ONLY ONE RESPONSE • 

. ,.' :'~" ... ' ·~,,·}: .. ~·,~:~·.~:~t~,:·:.-:-' ,~ , ":'~~,: < ..... : It, .... ". 

(-<\ ~.... '. • • • .' \.. ,.... \.. .... . ~. , ~ -. '.'. ..... " " : ::' ..... ", . \ /. ~ .' .. . . \~ \. '. .. 
".":.' , 

. , 

,', ..... 

',' ", . 

. ' . 
, " 

01," •• " •• 
\.,' . 

• "I' 

, " 

, .,: 
t •• ;, 

~'''~ .. :... 
; ..... ' 

.~ .. ' ,. 

,' . . " ':. .." ........ ' ..... ,' .... , . 

',",~ '-': ... :" :'/~~.~'.;~.:;:'.'/.~~;, .. ~.,::.~"~-}:;"'" 
..... .., .... , 

.... ,~~.' • - ....... " ~ ~"-i" ...... ~ ..•• :~: i.,', -4-
~ , . 

. . 
' . 

, .' 

....... . . ..... ... 
. .' 

'. 

I", 

\ 

'I"'"' 
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". J .:'." "., 

....... -. . ....... ' .. , .......... 
:-- " ..... " ',.:. 

.' ..... .. ~ .. 
....... ': "o"!:-_" 

,;-, 

. 
... ,! ...... 

~' . . " .... ' 

Which of the follO\-.'ing statements 
do you agree with the most? 
My chances of being attacked or 
robbed have gone up in the past 
few years. 
My chances of being attacked or 
robbed have gone down in the 
past few years. 
My chances of being attacked or 
robbed haven't changed in the 
past few years. 
CHECK O~~Y ONE RESPONSE. 

Would you say, in general, that 
your local police are doing a 
good job, an average job or a 
~oor job? Q{ECK Oh~Y ONE RESPONSE. 

UP 
DO\om 
SA..'1.E 
DON'T KNOW 

.-
GOOD 
AVERAGE 
POOR 
DON'T KNOH 

IF "POOR tI , "AVERAGE" OR "GOOD" IN Q.15, ASK: 

16. Would you say tha t the police 
needed improvement in doing 
their job? 

.~ IF "YES" IN Q.16, ASK: 

YES 
NO 
DON'T KNOW 

( )46-2 
() -0 
() -1 
() -9 

( )47-2] 
() -1 ASK Q.16 
() -0 
() -9 SKIP TO Q.18 

( )48-2 ASK Q.17 

() -01SKIP TO Q .18 
() -9 

17. In to.'hat ways could they improve? Give me a yes or no ans,,'er 
to each of the follOWing statements. CHECK YES OR NO TO EACH 
STATEMENT a THROUGH h. 

..• 
" 
.~ .. ," . .. .... ~ 

. , .... .. 
. ....... 

.. ",' ." 
". 

• ..1 .. ' ,'. 

. . 

. . 

YES 

a. More policemen could be hired (') 49-2 
b. Police could concentrate on 

more important duties, 
serious crime, etc. 

"c> Police could be more prompt, 
responsive, alert 

d •. Police could improve trai~ing, 
raise qualifications or pay, 

( ) 50-2 

( ) 51-2 

-improve recruitment policies (' 52-2 
e. Police could be more courteous, 

improve attitudes, community 
~ relations . 

f. Police shouldn't discriminate 
g. More traffic control is needed 
h. More policemen of a particular 

type (for example, foot;-
.. car) are ncc.>oed :in certain 

( ) 53-2 
( ) 54-2 
(, ) 55-2 

......... ' areas or at certdn times. . ( ) 56-2 
. ' .. ' 

~.~. .. 
..'.., ..... :, ' ' ... , . 

, . 

-5-

Q.17 
NO 

( }-O 

( }-O 

( )-0 

( }-O 

( }-O 
( }-O 
( }-O 

( >-0 

,\. 

.. 

ASK EVERYONE: 

18. Are there some parts of this metropo
po1itan area ,,'here you have a reason 
to go or would like to go during the 
day, but are afraid to because of 
fear .of crime? 

19. 

... , -, 

. " "' .. , 

How about at night, are there some 
parts of this area where you have 
a reason to go or 'Would like to go 

'but are afraid to because of fear of 
" crime? 

' .... 0':' .. , 
:. ~20. 'How tio you think 'Your neighborhood 

compares ~th others in this 
. metropolitan area in terms of crime? 

· --i~" ~ ..... ~.: 
'~ .... 

• '_I, 

. / Would you say it is much more 
. dangerolls, more dangerous, about 

.. ~_,~. average, less dangerous or much 
",;~ ;.,~;.~,.~. '.:,:.,- less dangerous? 

'- •.... " . ~ :.... . - . '. .. 
How about during the day - how safe 
do ycm or would you feel being out 
alone i'n your neighborhood? Would 
you feel very safe, ransonably 
safe 1 somewhat unsafe, very unsafe? 

22. Ho,,r safe do you feel or 'Would you 
feel being out alone in your 
neighborhood at night? Would you 

". ... . .., say it is very safe,reasonably 
': i .. , 
.:: . ,..~ ..... ·5.' .saf~, .• ,s01net.That unsafe, very unsafe? 

' •.. " ... ~.' . '~" .• '>OJ: •• ' ........ ~. \~ 
.~ .. 

YES () 57-2 
NO () -0 

YES ()58-2 
NO ()-O 

~ruCR MORE DANGEROUS 
. MORE DANGEROUS 
, ABOUT AVERAGE 

LESS DANGEROUS 
. MUCH LESS DANGEROUS 

VERY SAFE 
REASONABLE SAl-"E 
SOMTh1HAT UNSAFE 
VERY UNSAFE 

'VERY SAFE 
REASONABLY SAFE 
SO!-IThTfiAT UNSAFE 
VERY UNSAFE 

· ::.-:: \.:. 23.. Now I r d like to get your opinions .... ' INCREASED 
"L.:·: ":;- .. ' '.: about' crime in general~ Within DECREASED 
,.;: .; .... '; ." the past year or: two, do you think REMAINI::rl'TEE SAME 
:: :'.: .' .,' '. . .. ,~. that crimc in your mdghborhood.. NOT HERE LONG "ENOUGH 
;.::~.; ,,;: :',:.:.: has incresncd, decre.(lsed, or· '. ",-DON'T KNOI\" 
.'<>:-' ·,:""·.~ .. ~·.rema.ined.about 'the ·:.::::tme? ' .. ':'-::.' .... '." .. ~ ..... :::.:.,,:< ; .... ' .'" .,:.,'. 
·0~~/. ~'.', ;:'.~;: :·;.~;-;.::'.I ...•. ',"" ~:,::>:: :.: .' .;. ~.: . '.' :: - ':':" .. :'~ ....•. ;~::> .... ~:.~,._.' ... ~ .... ~, .. :.~ .... ~.~~. ;':'~·:;:c.~.~ ... '.,: .. ·.,,~~"~,~,,: .-'_: .. ,-.',"-.,~:'~.:.:.' .... '.":_::"".:.:.' ...... ' ..... ~ .. . 
.~~> .. ~: .;~: .. ~:~ ::.' ~ .... : ... ;} .. '::·.:'::: .. :::?1.:::>"'~ ;'::\.:::~ > ,::.:. ,.... 'c: - " - - .. '.'. . . '. ";. ;;>.", 

.. ~ '.:. ' .. 24. Within. the past year or two do you . :·:':··:.!'.::INCREASlID .. ''', .. , 
think that crime in the United ";>,1 DECREASED 

. ~<:~. ; S ta tes has :i.ncreased, decreased ~ ": REMAINBD 'IRE I SAHE 
, '.' . . . . or remained about the same? ,;::'. : ~ DON'.'I', KNOH 

';,.~:;~ :.:~.·.·~:;,::.{.~'.·;t, .•... :~ .. ::.:.~.:~.~.,;;>.~ .• ';.<:.: .... ,:.: ... '.:' .. : .. ,' .... , :: .. ~~;: '. " ..... :.. .; .' . .., . .. . . ::.: r:/: < I';' , -: 
~ ': • 'to );" .' • ... .~# .. ~ : ' .•• .' 

.~. ~.':.' ~.:':. ~ \\'~:. '.~'~':' .. '.:: : '·?ti :';:;~: .. :.':.:( .. : ~ . i.<'~ .. ~:~. . ~ .~~. . . .. . . ..;, ,:: :.;j;~:;: :::.j ;:0}, .. :: 
• • • ..... ..... ' .~ •• " I , 

..... .. . 
," • ~'. ,',_. ....., " .. ' , • ... .... .'. .. •• :. ., ..... .... f .. ..' 

",' "'. ... . \.; ~ . i' ~ .- . I> • .... ~ '., ... ' .. " :'.. ." 'l- .... : •• ::. :, ...... r "~ .... 
.. , .' • '. ~ • ... • .. • • • ' .... : ' .' ' .... ,J ••• ~ • 

... , .. . . 
· ,'" " .:. 

. '. I.',,:. . ...-6":' ... ' : .. , .' 
-. , ...... .. 

': ". I' '" " ' .. .. 
' .. . ...... 

. ' 
'. "1 , 

,', " .. , .... , .. 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

''0 

59-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 
-0 

( ) 60-3 
() -2· 
() -1 
() -0 

( ) 61-3 
() -2 
() -1 
() -0 

( ) 62-2 
() -0 
() -1 
() -8 
() -9 

( ) 63-2 
() -0 
() -1 
() -9 

\ 

, .. 
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'25. , . 

26. 

I now want to ask about various Harts of experiences people sometimes have. 
During the past month did any of the following things happen to you, or to 
someone else iII your household. U' RESPOl\'1>ENT SAYS "YES", ETJT D0ES NOT 
SPECIFY PERSON. ASK. ''\..'HO DID THIS HAPPEN TO?" REPEAT QUESTIO~ HDID TillS 
HAPPEN TO YOU OR TO SOMEONE ELSE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD?" FOR SEVERAL 
EXPERIENCES UNTIL RESPONDENT HAS PATTERN FIR.'1LY IN Hll'-'1>. 

• 

a. Got sick enough to go to bed 
b. Won a prize in a contest 
c. Got cheated by a merchant 
d. Received an unusually nice gift or 

compliment 
e. Purchased a new refrigerator, tele

vision set, washing machine, or 
some other major appliance 

f. Had trouble paying some bills 
g. Had an unusually good trip or vacation 
h. Had an unusually nice time "'ith some 

friends or relatives 

, Q :-25 
HAPPEl\ED TO 

SELF 
YES NO 
n64-2 ()-o 
( )66-2 ( )-0 
( )68-2 ( )-0 

( )70-2 ( )-0 

( )72-2 ( )-0 
( )74-2 ( )-0 
( ) 76-2 ( )-0 

( )78-2 ( )-0 

OTHER{S), 
HOUSDlOLD 
YES NO 
TI 65-2 -( )-0 
( )67-2 ( )-0 
( )69-2 ( )-0 

( )71-2 ( )-0 

( )73-2 ( )-0 
( )75-2 ( )-0 
( )77-2 ( )-0 

( )79-2 ( )-0 

Next, I want to ask about some other types of experiences people sometimes 
have. During the past month did any of the following things happen to you, 
to someone else in your household, or to a close friend or relative not 
living with you? IF RESPOl'l'1>ENT SAYS "YES", BUT DOES NOT SPECIFY PERSON, 
ASK "k'HO DID TIUS HAPPEN TO?" TU:PEAT QUESTION "DID THIS 1{J..PPEK '1'0 YOU, 
SOMEONE ELSE OR TO A FRIEND OR RELATl"VE NOT LIVING WITH YOU?" FOR 
SEVERAL EXPERIENCES Uh~IL RESPONDENT HAS PATfERN FIRMLY IN HINu. 

Q.26 
HAPPEl'-,"£!) TO 

.I 5-7 03£J 

OTHER(S) ·IN 
SELF HOUSEHOLD 

FRIEND / REJ.J...TIV E 

a. Got a job 
h. Got a 'promotion or :c,aise 
c. Got fired or laid off 
d. Lost out on a promotion 
c. Got sick enough to need a", ' 

,. doC'tor I scare " !, 

f. Got engaged or married 
g. Got separated or divorced 
h. ' Got into an unusually 

. serious argument with ':'''', 
, . , a Spouse , 

i." Got into an unually serious 
. argument with a friend' 

j •. Gave birth to a child· ' 

YES NO YES NO 
( ) 8-2 ( )-0 n 9-2 ()-o 
( n1-2 ( )-0 . ( )12-2 ( )-0 
( )14-2 ()-o ()15-2 ( )-0 ' 
( )17-2 ()-o ()18-2 ( )-0 

. '. 
( )20-2 ( )-0 
( )23-2 ( )-0 
( )26-2 ( )-0 

......... '. 
'. i .. ~ .... , 

( ) 21-2'( )-0 
( )24-2 ( )·~o 
( )27-2 ( )-0 

, . 
~. .~ 

OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD 
'YES NO 
1::)10-2 ---( )-0 
.( )13-2 ( )-0 
( )16-2 ( )-0 
( )19-2 ( )-0 

( )22-2 
( ) 25-2 
( ) 28-2 

( )-0 
( )-0 
( )-0 

( )29-2 ( )-0 '( )30-2 ()-o ()31-2 

'k. Got threatened "'ith violence .: 
1. . Purchased a car 

( )32-2 ()-O ()33-2 ( )-0 
( )35-2,( )-0 ~{ )36-2 ( )-0 
( )38-2, ( )-0 '( )39-2 ( )-0 
( )41-2 ( )-0 ' ( ) 42-2 ( )-0 

( )34-2 
( ) 37-2 
( ) 40-2 
( )43-2 

( )-0 

( )-0 
( )-0 
( )-0 
( )-0 m. Had II child s;radua te from :,:' 

, . high schooi or college :: 
n. Had an automobile accident, 

at home or work 
0;' Found out that a close 

friend or relative died 

" , , , , 

( )44-2. ( )-0'" ( )45-2 ()-o ()46<l 
. " 

( )47':2 ()-O ()48-2 ()-o ()49-2 
' .. ," 

( )50-2 ()-O ()51-2 ()-O ()52-2 

-7-

( )-0 

( )-0 

( )-0 

,\. 

• 4 ......... __ I· ... ... 

. . 
n. b . and ··'hether you have been a victim of Now I want to ask you a out Cl'.'~me '" 

a crime. Have any of the following ever happened to you? 

IF "YES" ASK IMHEDIATELY: 

28. Did this happen during the past year? 

a. Had an attempt to break into your 
home or car 

b. Had an automobile stolen Qn the 
,' ... ' street 

c; Were robbed by force or 1:hreat- . 
ened outside your home 

d. Were sexually assaulted 
.. e. Were beaten up by a person who 

, ,wasn't trying to rob you 
.f •. Had your home damaged by v8.Ildals 
'g. , Had property s'tolen from your 

. home worth $100 or more 
"h. Had property stolen frLlm your 

.: " home worth less than $100 
~ .' .,' 

'" 

'. 

HAPPENED TO YOU 
Sl.J:2 ~ 
EVER PAST YEAR 

YES----NO YES NO 

( )53-2 ( )-0 

( )55-2 ( )-0 

( )57-2 ( )-0 
( )59-2 ( )-0 

( )61-2 ( )-0 
( ) 63-2 ( )-0 

( ) 65-2 ( )-0 

( )67-2 ( )-0 

( )54-~ ( )-0 

( ) 56-2 ( )-0 

( )58-2 ( )-0 
( ) 60-2 ( )-0 

( ) 62-2 ( )-0 
( ) 64-2 ( )-0 

( ) 66-2 ( )-0 

( ) 68-2 ( )-0 

29. As far as you know, have any of the following happened to anyone else 
in your household duriug the .East year. 

;0 ', .. 

a." Robbery by force of threat 
.. ',',,,, ... ' ' .. ,outside the home 

"~,,:'. ': ~~'.:' b/',Sexual assault 
..,~t:,"~· 1~~4 c .. ·,,:Any other kind of assault 

.,. d. . Had an auto stolen 
.' . :'''''' e~ , Got harrasGcd ot' thr~~::ltened 

... 

. . . , :-:. .;~.:~, 'on the 'way to OJ: f:com :~choo1 

.,., 
,'. . .... f.:~: 

", . . '., 

Q.29 
HAPPEl\ED TO OTF.ER(S) IN HOUSI:.11OLD 

YES NO 

A )69-2 
. ( )70-2 

;", t. ( ) 71-2 
·f·. :~ (,~,i,<;.( ) 72-2 

, . . " 

:",: ~~~'\~ ()73-2,' 

, ':.~ ~ .. ~ . ." .. ,... .."" 

.. . 
• • ' .... '\. ~ w • >.'." , 

• ',' I' ~ • n ... , 

, , 
" , 

( )-0 
( )-0 
( )-0 
( )-0 

( )·-0 

-'", 

, 



, , 

[5-7 ~D I 
30. As far as you know have any of the following happened during the past year to a 

close friend or relative not living with you? 

31: 

.... ,', 

.:,~~~.~ ,:,,7:.~f~.: .~~'.~ .. : 
.. . ,,""'i' '".: ' .... ~ ... 

B. Had an autombile stolen 
b. Had an attempt to break into their home 

or car 
c. Were robbed by force or threatened 

outside their home 
d. Were sexually assaulted 
e. Were beaten up by a person who was not 

trying to rob them 
f. . Had .their home damaged by vandals 
g. Had property stolen from their home 

worth $100 or more 
h: Had property stolen from their home 

. :: worth less 'than $100 r .. 

0,30 
HAPPENED TO FRIEh"D/RtLAEVE 

Ot~SIDE HOUSEHOLD 
YES NO 
TT 8-2 ()-o 

( ) 9-2 

( )10-2 
( )11-2 

( )12·-2 
( )13-2 

( '14-2 

( )15-2 

( )-0 

( )-0 
( )-0 

( )-0 
( )-0 

( )-0 

( )-0 

As far as you know, have any of ·the follo"~ng lmppcned to you, someone in 
. your household or a close friend or relative not living with you during 
the past year? IF RESPONDENT SAYS "YES", BUT DOES NOT SPECIFY PERSON, 
ASK ''WHo DID THIS HAPPEN TO?" . . . .,. 

,." ..... ~,... .. 
o ....... \~.~.: .: ....... 

. .: ....... ' .. .... : . 
" .......... # •• - f·' .. 

•• 1," '-
OTHER(S) IN . FRIEl\1)/RELl;TIVE 

. YOU HOUSEHOLD Ot'TSIDE HOUSEHOLD 

a. Called the police for assistance 
h. ~otten assistance or help from a 

YES NO YES NO YES NO 
n16-2 ()-o n17-2 ()-o nl8-2 -( ):"0 

police officer 
c. Received a traffic citation 
d. Arrested for some other offense 
c. Appeared in court as a defendant 
f. Appeared in court as a witness 
g. Spent some tillle in jailor 

( )19-2 ( )-0 ( )20-2 ( )-0 ( )21-2 
( )22-2 ( )-0 ( )23-2 ( )-0 ( )24-2 
( )25-2 ( )-0 ( )26-2 ( )-0 ( )27-2 
( )28-2 ( )-0 ( )29-2 ( )-0 ( )30-2 
( )3~::-2 ( )-0 ( )32":2 ( )-0 ( )33-2 

.. ""'-:- . .~ :"prison .···l .. : .. -. ()34-2 ( ):..0 ( )35-2 ( )-0 ( )36-2 
p.' •• , .......... : .~J ., ..... ,...... "' .... :. ,.""'\' .'~i~ '. ' •. , .. , • '., ",, 

; ~: "32. As far as you know, is a member of your household or a close friena or rc.1CI. hv~ 
not living with you curr.ently employed as any of the following: 

. IF RESl'Ol-<1)ENT SAYS "YES", BUT DOES NOT SPECIFY PERSON ASK "WHO Lc) TllAT?rt . 

,:i::t~?~~:~,;,>_~,f ):;t!:;~::: ,~::':":'~::?f:":~;': ';,:::,'\.f> ~~~i:;F"~ -3~ D~~~~~/;~~' " 
,:-,,~:,:,,!,: ~ .. "~~,:~,,.'.;~.. " .. . ..... ~ ....... ,. 

.' . ,.':;~'~': .. a •. A'p~lice officer ';:."~: ',. J~.)S~7~~.,,:. ~.O)_6 .. :.~. ,:.~~~38-~!. 
• :. 'to,.~ • b; A member of a police depart:mcnt~' .. ~. . c' ...• ' __ ,. .'.:.". 

• ~ .. ~... ' but not a police officer '. ' . (.)~9-2 .. ( )-0 '. ().40-2 
, ... : ~ ..... c. A prison guard or correctious , :._ .,': .' ";., ) .. :. 

-~!;.:\~ ~ ... '" official '. . .• \_,.,~;: ... (, )4~:~··.· ~ (~-:o' '. (.)42":2 
'. '. ~I," ,- d: . A judge, distrIct 3ttonlcy,- ~'........ " ... . -, . 

cl erk or sOllie other posi tion ':' .... :. ';- ,. : .. ; ... :. " . -

.. ," ~: :~;': ~.~ .:: ~~~~l:. the courts .... ,~ ... >:~.".". ( )43:-~' ~~". (:)::0. ::,:.::.~ .. ( >~4-2 
* ••• :=".: ...... ~.:': '~ ,'~ :~"~'.""",!, '\.' . ... .' . ....:. '. ',. ';:':'.:., :. ; ... .' : :\'.\ :"~r: ..... ;; .. :. ' .. ,.': 

.... - .'" \r""'\.· .. ··~~ .. /l .• : .. \ ... ;.~ ..... :, .. , 
-" •.• ,~~ .. !;~.,. '.~ "~'.i .... ~.', .. ' ......... "-~ .. 0':: . ,. , ....... ~ •. 

'''' " t ,~~I.: " .. ~" .. 

NO 
( )-0 

_~( )-0 

( .)-0 

... ",. 

.'" • • j ..... .... . ,' . ' 
'", ..... ' .. . . 

.'. . -9-..... .. . '. 

( )-0 
( )-0 
( )-0 
( )-0 
( )-0 

( )-0 

___ - ___ • _< 'I. ._. 

1, • 

. . 

, . 
33. As far us you knOl .. " have any of the fol10\dnr. evento occurred ona or more times 

in your neighborhood during the past year? IF "YES", ASK IH.'IT.DlATE..Y: 

. . ' 
." '. .. . .... " ' .. " ... 

About how tnar.IY times? 

a. 
b. 

c. 
d. 

e. 
f. 

g. 
. h. 

.. \. i . 

A murder 
Arson, thLtt is, purposely 

setting a building on fire 
A rape 
An armed robbery of a local 

business 
A sexual Ilissault on a child 
A serioulJ fight between 

teenage gangs 
An assault on a police officer 
An assault on a t(>.acher 
Unnecessary force by a police officer 

0.33 
HJ~PEKE!) IN NEl GE.:bORHOOD 
1\0 YES ;1 OF TIHES 
-( )45-·0 D-2 -
( )48-0 
( ) 51-0 

( ) 54-0 
( ) 57-0 

( ) 60-0 
( ) 63-0 
( ) 66-0 
( ) 69-0 

( )-2 
( )-2 

( )-2 
( )-2 

( )-2 
( )-2 
( )-2 
( )-2 

(46-47) 

(49-50) 
(52-53) 

(55-56) 
(58-59) 

(61-62) 
(64-65) 
(67-68) 
(70-71) 

34~ . Think ~f a s(!A.le from 0-10. Zero stands for no pOGsibili'ty at all and ten 
.. stands for extremely likely. For each statement I read, give me a rating 

from 0 to 10. Dur:i.nz the course of a year ho'\o.- like.ly is it that? 

.. . .:,. 
.'.;. ; 

... -, " .... 
.... a. Someone would break into your 

: 

. ~ -, . 

residence when no one is home? 
b. Someone would break into your 

. resici'~nce 'lJhen someone in home? 
. : ,·,~·c. Your purse/wallet would be 

snatched in your neighborhood? 
.... .',".''''.' ... ' .. ~. d. Someone 'Would take something 

from you on the street by 
force or threat in your 
neighborhood? 

e. Someone would bp~t you up or 
.-" . ,,' .. hurt you on the street 

':~::': ... ;'./~::':'" ~::":\.:"':' ... ~ .. in your neighborhood? . 

0 •• ;" .. \, 

5-7 5E I. 

(8-9) 

(10-11) 

(12-1:n 

(14-15) 

. (16-17) 
'.:;'":'.t '~ .... ~ -; . ::::' ~~., ... ·t~ .. ,.', .• :~ .. : ... ~.' .:',' '" •• ,,:" ...... , ... ". .~ :' •••• '..' 

~' .. ; ........... : ... '; . ..I \~ould now 11\01 to chrml}e the subject to things some people do ",-hen they are 
";~: ':: ., ;;:.:.~ . ~ conc.crned about crime. .• . ... , 

2P~:?;~ ;,!:t::1'~:\i;t:; :';:,::~<~~;,; \, :P:,~~;2~ ~£i~L ~,:_::</,,:'::;~;',;~~~, '.:: ., ::~~~\ ;.::: -:: '.,' ,- ',' 
.•.. ....... · .. 35.· Have yc)~\ iu~;t::tl.lcd or do 'You have· . '. ~'+: .. ,. ,: "':." co •....• ':~i-

.... :. : .. ' .~ '. ~:':~~: : '.:' . ': special 01.' {!'Xtra 'loc-.ks on doors? ~. ~' .. ' "" •. (') ~~-2 . ".:1':, (. .) ~O "" .. I 

·.'r:···~:,; :>.: ,~":i" :., . ";!.N:,···r ,;. ... ": i' ~ . .. : ..•. ~':..:.. :" .:",,:.'. '., <'~':. ':'. "':~ :\.~.,: ".~'.:. ..: .~ . ..::.:. ''''~ .... _t'" 

;':;';":. :.::~ '.:' 36.:;Uave you installed 01.' do you .. have.-.. : ..... 
/ •..... ~: •.. ~~ ":" ':": ..... ," burglary alarms or security alarms? ·/··: .. (:)J.9-:-2 .;. ( )-0 
: .. ,'_ ... .' .. :. ".' ~;.:::,~.(: .'~. ~;. ;;';:"~:,; . ..,' .. , ';"';'.;. '.~. ...... ~ .. ·.i: .~:.~. :.:"7_~.: •.•. ,' • :;.' .... ~... "':.. . . ~ .. " ; 
.. . .... . .,' .. " ," .• . '37. Have you ins tailed or do y{lU have .' .. ' '.' " 

special locks or bars on windows? : . .'. ('~2o-2 .-( )-0 . 
". ~. , ..... ' .' " ....... : " .. ,.': . :.:..-1---. • ........... "'~:"; ........ ! • 

:A,' '. : "/'~<'/~.::~'.:.' ~{ . ~ y~~ .. own 'a .~~~. ~~'r protection?' .> '.: .•• ( )21-2 .. ~' .. ()-o .... 
"'" '.... '."'.". \... '0· • ., ,. '" .•• to. ~',., ' .... '.,'.\ ..... ~......... ' .. '. , •. : ~ ...... ; •.•.• ~. 

,' ....... ' ... : ..... ': '~ •• ,' •• :":, •• ~:-', .. " ... .' ''' ..... ..... ,J ' •.• ' ' .. !" • ..;"."i,"\ , ... :_ •• :;.~ '",' ': ....... ~ .... l.~.;:;., ... : 
.~... .. ...... 39. '. 00 you cnrry a chrsnical repcllant . '\ .. ':. ..... .. ~ .. 

. . like tea.r ga.s or nlaCc? •. :,.:( )22-2. .,( )-0 '. "'. " ... ) .. ,)....u .. : . .;' .... 
t·. " .:~;~ ,,' II"".. ., '.\ "::. '~.,' .10' , ". ~~t .. _.l .... ' •• ",.. .., " a •• 

:," .. :' .. ' 40}' Do you have' sport guns such as .": ... ~:.: ;'i~"')'::~' : . .';:'::'/'~~~.:~:~:":: ;:t·.<~ .:. ,',,: 
. ":. ; ..... ,",'" '.' shoq,"l.lDlJ or huuting rifles in • :!"" .• :'~ "'(")23 .. 2 ..•.. :' ,';( ') •• 0 

~'.' ~) ... ' ... ,' ...•. ,.; " '." '., \~' .... y .. our hOUle? • . •..... . .. " .... ;." .' to •• ,...,. ~ ~ ~ 
. . .. ,<~-~~ ... ~~.:. ' .. ' '. :~ .... ' ... . ' :. 

~.' . ~ . 
'" .' ..... . 

-- ..... ,.: . .. ," 

" 

• t .• 

" . 

. . 
, . 

" 

..... , .... 
. ~10- .. ' : . 

. . . . 

, . 

: ... 

.' 

.. .. ~ 

. . . ~ ....... .. 
..... ~: • If •• 

',' 

" . 
.... : .... 

'. 

\ 



YES () 24-2 ASK Q .'~2 ·Ld. :Do you keep a loaded hand 
gun in your home? 

L,2 :'-Ab~ut how often do you keep 
the hand gun in your home -
always, usually or sometimes? 

NO () -0 SKIP TO Q.43 

AUMYS 
USUALLY 

--\)L~-T---

() -2 
SOMETIMES () -1 
OTHER (SPECIFY) () -4 

I would now like to turn to some general questions about the criminal justice 
system in this city and the country at large. 

43. How often do you see a policeman 
in this neighborhood? Every day, 
at least once a week less than 
once a week, or never? 

44. 

... : - ", 

.... ,".,. ........ 

Some people say the police don't 
come quickly when you call them 
for help. Do you think this 
happens to people in this neigh
borhood. 

'·'45. Some people say the police frisk 
" or search people ~~thout good 

~eason~ Do you think this 
happens t~ people in this 
neighborhood? 

46. Some penple say the police don't 
show respect for people or they 
use insulting language. Do you 
think this happens to people in 
this neighborhood? 

47 •. 

· ........ : ...... .. 
· -. 

':. ." f''', .. ;:~ .. ' • 

Borne people say the police rough 
up people unnecessarily when they 
are arresting them or afterwards. 
Do you think this happens to people 
when. they 'are .in this neighborhood? 

EVERY DAY 
AT LEAST ONCE A DAY 
LESS THAN ONCE A ~~EK 
NEVER 
DON'T KNOW 

. YES 
NO . 

. DON'T KNOW 

( ) 27-2 
() -0 
() -1 

YES ( ) 28-2 
NO () ... 0 
DON''1' KNOW () -1 

·YES ( ) 29-2 
NO () -0 
DON'T KNOW () -1 

YES 
NO 
D!1N'T KNOW 

( ) 30-2 
() -0 
() -1 

;' ':""'48 : 
. ~::.' . Do you ;:gree or disagree with' the ··.AGREE· .. ~: .. ( ) 31':"2 

statement that all people .are' , ,;.' DISAGREE' '. () -0: 
. . . · . 

.' " 

:: ...... :.\ .~'::. tre.ated. the same by the police . ~'.:'~' NOT SURE ( )':-1 
.. ':.':~."'."'.'.'~~.~ .. ' ... ' ... ~~~ ... ~.: .. :., regardless of -'-ace? .~: ·t···· . - ; .. ~ 0" ," ..... ' .. , .... ......... -

( )26-3 
() -2 
() -1 
() -0 
() -9 

•. , • :.-.. . • •. •• , t. ::~ .~'~.' .".~:-: ~.~ .. :.~ .~:.:.! .':.::;:: ., .. ' ". ' .. :.:: ::' .: .. ".,:" -
. ~ .~'; "49~' Of all t}/e crimes that are. actually MOST OF THEM ( ) 32-3~ 

0"' committed in your neighborhood, how.. ABOUT HALF . <- )-2 
many would you guess are ever ABOUT A QUARTER () -1 
reported to the police? Most of . ..... FaTER TITAN THAT () -0 

.. " ..... the.m,.·about hal":, abont a quarter, DON'T KNOW ()' -9 
' ... ; .... : •.. or fe.wer than that? . .;;;1:. <',,..~::' .. ';~ . . '''' 
:;.: ';'~ :~":.:~:;" .. ':' '~:'::":> .... :.: .. :. :"._: ~ ::;..>~::.;::~ ... :::.~.;.~:./ •... :'~ ... ):.":.~~~\'.~.'" .... ~;.~~ •.. \:~ •. 

, . • •. ' . .. ,- , '. • ... ~.I .. • • ... ...;.' ... : ". 

. ~.. '. , .' , •• '. • 0° :" __ ."... l' J ." _"~" of ,' ...... of'" 

'._.: •••••••• : ••• :\~.~~ .• , •••• : •.• _ •••.• : •• ;.:.. ••• , .... : ••• 1/ .' ...... \ '. ',.' .,"1 : ',.: ... _!',:',' .. ; ...... '.~,.' .. ,'~ :', . 

;! --.... '.,:,: ~ ... ,; .... ': ' ,,'i::~ ' .... '-"" ~ . ...... l :::~'.~.: ..... ~ •. :.: •• ';.':.~~ .~ ~;;.~ .:.~~~ •• , •. : .... ~~'; -.",~~ .~.~. ::. ':'~'.".' • 
... . : .... ". '.;.;",.:'- .. -:. . .. ,,;' . -.-

~- ~ .. . ... ', ..... ': .. ...... .... 
,.. :":>:~:.:~~.:~~ :<:;.'~: '~.::.: '. " ~' .. ; : ::, 

-.,.. ',' 
• • .. 10 ..... " .. , .. ~ ~ . ~ 
,~ ..... : 10 

, , . 
, .. iI. .' .,., '. 

. ..... ' 
: .~ .. '.,'!" ~- '" 

·r': .. ~ . : .. .. ..... ' .. ' 

, , .' '-11-
.. .'. " 

...:. 

. \, 

• :1 
i! 

I 

:1 
Ii 

'11 

ii 
!I 
;i 

II 
II 

·[1 
II 

il 
'j 

\1 

.. 
50. 

51. 

Of all the crimes that are reported 
in--this neighborhood, how many would---
you guess are solved or cleared up? 
l-10st of them. about half, about a 
quarter, or fewer than that? 

Of all the crimes that are reported 
in this neighborhood, hO~l many "';uld 
you guess lead to someone actually 
being arrested? Most of them, 
about half, about a quarter, or fewer 
than that'! 

52. Of all the crimes that are reported 
. in ·this neighborhood, hm .. ' many would 
you guess lead to someone actuaD.y 
going to tr~al. Most of them, about 

"'." ::;'.' :. half, about a quarter, or fewer 
':'~; ... ' :.>~ ;. -; " than' tha t? -, .. '"'' 

.,:.. .... ':::7"'::"', .. 
.... -: 

. ,,~":. '53. Of ~ll the crimes that are reported 
- .. in this neighborhood, how many 

'" .~. _.:.. .... would you guess lead to someone 
actually going to prison? Most of 

, " I" • ., • .. ' -. 

54. 

them, about h3lf, about a q~~rter, 
or fewer than that? 

Overall, how satisfied are you 
the police protection proyided 
this neighborhood. Generally 
satisfied, somewhat satisfied, 

with 
in 

.. :'", .. ,;...... . ... very dissa t:i.sfied '1 
.. <':'.:~ .. : "y:;~1 . . ~; . - .. '- '.:. " .: ...... .' ", 

, .' 

HOST ARE SOLYED 
ABOUT HALF 
ABOUT A Q:JARTER 
FEio.T'£R THA~\ THAT 
DON'T KNOW 

( )33-3 
() -2 
() -1 
( ) '-0 
() -9 

MOST LEAD 'ID AI.L ARRESTS 
ABOUT HALF 
ABOUT A QUARTI?, 
FE\o.~R TJ:iA!, A QUARTER 
DON'T K.~Ow 

MOST RESULT IN A TRAIL 
ABOUT HALF 
ABOUT A QUARTER 
FE"I'.TER THAN TE.AT 

"DON'T KNOW 

MOST PXSL~T IN PRISON 
SENTE1\CE 

ABOUT HALF 
ABOUT A QUhRTER 
FEWER THAN llit"T 
DON'T KNOI-: 

GEh~RALLY S£TISFIED 
SO:-rEHRAT DISSA!ISFIED 
VERY DISSJ.31SrIED 
DON'T }(NOo;.;' 

( )34-3 
() -·2 
() -1 
() -0 
() -9 

( )35-3 
() -2 
() -1 
() -0 
() -9 

( )36-3 
() -2 
() -1 
() -0 
() -9 

( )37-2 
() -1 
() -0 
() -9 

. ':." .: .;'. Now, '! ~l.ant· to ask you. some questions about courts, pri.sons and other .' ,.' < ... _ criminal,' justice rtl;encies. . . '" ..:. .. 
_~:'!..;::.~\~.:~~.:~.: ... ~ ~ .. ~: ' .. :" } ...... :.,;~.~ .!c .... " ... ,~ .• ;'" "::'Z.:·.'..- '.' : ..... \:.~~ '. . ~ ~~:.~:,:.. .... ":--J:-.. . ~ .... ::.... ~ •. 
. .. :.- " .. :.:~55~, Generally, do you feel the courts ~.. TOO EASY ( )38-0 
~. ~:.:- .... :: ..... : ..... have been too easy in dealing 't..-ri.th ... .. TOO SEVERE () -2 

.. ;,; ... >::".'~~,:~,.'. '''>' (;riminals, too seve.ce, or do' you :. FAIR, () -1 

J~;:i,;~l}~~) ;:·;'·%1:t.:~~;~·~:;·;'::;;:~:,;rH~~~,.~th3,·~£7Y1.;~j,:~~~~: ; ,:~~ ~t~~,,\.., .. :::<,: . ~ ,l =~ 
'~.·'·.:.:·:·'·56. 'Do you" feel programs 'to rehabilitate, ADEQUATE(' )39-2 

'. :::,:., .... ': ;.' :. criminals -~. people ''''ho have served '" '.' ~ . INADEQUATE ( ) -0 
:.:~ .. ' ...... ".- :·time for a crime --·are adequate ..... ,. DON'T' KNOW () -1 
~ , • ,;; ~_ ••••• .... '.' ." t' • , • • '" ..... : ,,' 

', .. ,." 'or::i.nadequate?" :.:· .. ' .. ·}' ........ ::.:;":.~:.N!:~6.~ ."'·~"~·~'."~;~:~~:·)f;·~~·~\.~;·"~:.~ ... ~ .. ~:.:': .. ~~;'." ,.:~: 

'M::';~~!;7):: !::,;.;tlh:' ::':, ,'.:.: ::-::.;:,_;~:}~~->;::1::l~;~:\ S,i,)ilr~\~:~; ;·:t:;+~; :;.;:;}: :5/~;': ::.~ :';',:, 
••• \ '''' f • '....~ t·· • .'" 

\~~-·t:\>~·;~'·:·,:;;i"f~::; J .. ;; "::~:~~~?;8- ;L:~:j1.!t:~,~:: ;\~l:~',i:!:·:~;7.,.~~.;C:';}: .. ~~::: ;'.: : : _',> '. 
. .... t. • .. : .• "'. .:; • ~' ~: .... .. : .. ': ' .. < 7 .. ·..=-:··:~·· ;:: "~ ...... '-< '.:,~/':~ .... ' ;.>~: .. , .. .. 
.~.~., .... ".- ..... ; .... :~ ....... ' '.'" ...... \ .. :.~,~.:, 

.. :.. :"12-.1 
" :' " ' -". ~. I 

."j; , •.• . . .. '. 

, . 
.:.. ..' ~ 

. .. -" 

" .. ... 

e' ., 

.' 

( 

I 
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. ..... '. 

57. . , Whpt do you think should be the 
main emphasis in most prisons: 
punishing the individual convicted 
of a crime, trying to rehabilitate 
the individual so that he tr:ight 
become a productive citizen, or 
imprisoning him to p'!:'otect society 
from future crimes he might commit? 

58. Should parole boards be more strict, 
less strict, or about the same they 
are now in granting parole? . 

59. On the whole do you feel that the 
ruling of the Supreme Court in 
recent years have given too much 
consideration to· the rights of 
people suspected of crimes? 

60. Some people say stricter gun controls 
would help reduce the number of crimes 
committed by people ~~th guns. Does 
this sound like a good argument in 
favor of stricter gun controls? or 
a poor argument? 

61. It has been suggested that anyone 
who commits a crime with a gun 
be given double the regular 
sentence. Does this sound like a 
good idea to you or a poor idea? 

62. Do you believe in the death 
penalty or are you opposed to it? 

63. Do you tbink it would be a good 
.. - . idea or a poor· idea to hold parents 

responsible for property damage 
'.- that their children cause? 

. .... 
-. '\ W\.~ , . -

PUlGSH 
REHABILITATE 
PROTECT SOCIETY 
DO!, 'T KNm~ 

MORE STRICT 
LESS STRICT 
ABOUT THE SAHE 
DON'T K...~OU 

YES 
NO 
DOl,'! KNOW 

GOOD 
POOR 
DON'T KNOW 

GOOD 
POOR. 
DON'T KNOH 

BELIEVE IN IT 
OPPOSED TO IT 
ooN ''1' KNm.;r 

GOOD IDEA 
POOR IDEA 

. DON'T KNOW 

.. . ~ . ~ . ,4., ... _ ..... 

( )/j0-0 
() -2 
() -1 
( ) -9 

( )/jl-O 
() -2 
() -1 
( ) -9 

( ~2-2 
() -0 
() -1 

( )43-2 
() -0 
() -1 

( )44-2 
() -0 
() -1 

( )45-2 
() -0 
( ) -1 

( )46-2 
() -0 
() -1 

• • t.. ......... . " .. "" ..... ',' -.. ~. 

64. Do you strongly agree, agree, 
disagree or strongly disagree 
with the following statement? 

..... There are so many loopholes in 
the la"1 that it is difficult to 

. bring criminals to justice. 
.... . .. ' .. 

!. ...... ,', 

-': . 
.. ~ ,' .. ,~..' ..... ",' 

, ... 

. ~ . . ", . 
, . ~.. '.' ;"''''", ... :"": I:,: , 

" ...... , 

- ..... 

STRONGLY AGREE 
AGREE " 
DISAGREE 
STRONGLY DI SAGREE . 

• OON' T RNOi\' 

'- ...... .... 
...... .. ~,' '. >; .. ,.' ..... ;,' .. ;:-:-:-.. .. ...... 
- :: ':', , .... :' .': :. 

... , ..... "'!:.~~./:.J ....... -....:I'.~ J ''C' • 

( )47-4 
() -3 
() -1 
() -0 
() -2 

.... ~ ~.' .... "., '·f' .. ·: "I ... • •• 0 'j"': -.~~~ '. ~ .: ...... 

. ' ..... : ,,':.- ........ . , 

,t. 

.. 

-

Finally, I have a few more questions on your background. 

65. Are you self-employed in your 
own business or professional 
practice? 

i 

YES ( )48-2 
NO () -0 

66. '\..lhat kind of work do you normally do? PROBE: IF RETIRED, UKD:PLOYED 
OR DISABLED ASK USUAL TYPE OF \>.'ORK PREVIOUSLY DO!\E. IF RESPOKDE!\'T 
DESCRIBED SELF AS PART TL~ STUDE~~ OR HOUSEWlFE, SL~LY ~1RITE YrlESE 
STATIJSES IN TIlE SPACE BELOW. 

------------------________________________________________ ~9-
50-

------------------__________________________________ , ________ 51-

67. Are you currently working full-time, 
part-time, or are you not working 

.. right no~y" ASK OF EVERYONE - SO~ 
'" RETIRED PEOPLE HAVE PART-Tllffi JOBS; 

SOME HOUSEWIVES YiAY TURN OUT TO 
-. WORK. "PART-TIME". 

NOT WORKING 
PART'-TU~ 

FULL-TUfE 

( )52-0 
( )l -1 
( )J -2 

SKIP TO Q.7l 

ASK Q.68 

., .. -

68. How do you normally get to work? 
, Walk, automobile, bus, train or 

subway, or some other means? CHECK 
'. AS YLA1\y AS APPLY. 

WALK 
AUTO 
BUS 
TRAIN/SUBWAY 
OTHER-SPECIFY 

( )53-1 
( )54-1 
( )55-1 
( )56-1 
( )57-1 

69 .. At what time do you normc~ly 
. • 'r' .. '. " - -. : 

. ;4~ ' .• : .~ · .. leave for work? ENTER TlliE AND 
.. j. .• :,,~' ':" .' ":,,:~ .• ,.~ CIRCLE AM OR PM· " ,. 
:.- ~~.:~~.-,. • .............. ~ ...... . '.~' • ... 2\.,. '.' , ........... ;;. , ... 

,.:l .. ...:~; \ ' ...... -, ~ 70';''''I~t whic.h time do you normally 
.• ,;':' . " -: ,." ,... .. :' ·return from work? E1"TER Tllffi 
".: ·f.:~-\ .. '_.':' ::::;. '.', .. ' .' ,,:~.\ AND CIRCLE M1 OR PM . , 

:~~:':~~::~:>.:.:~.'.\,:: :';l(· 'n~·~·cl~ .. ~~· .';'h~" ~~~~~~ ·grad~·.~'f . '.:'.~./:. . .. .. . 
.. :~~~.,~~', .. ~ .. ,~.~:',:.:.".::.~ ..... school.yoll have completed? .. '.':. 

'#- .... ... ,- ~ 
, .' ...... ' ... 

• ." ..... 't~"'.' I 

____ ~_.--:.. &I/PH 

. .. 
. ___ -,66-

.-;.: 67-.. ' .. " 

A.l1/PH 

.. 

.. ... ' ...... : -
. .;.. . . ~ . - ... ~ ..... -: 

• , • '. ',' ... f"l.. 

.. :::.~:~:~.~~.: .. ~ .... ~ -....... \ .. :' :t· .. ~"~~': .. _\.: " ....... _ 
0; .... ,." ... ~'. ... •• ." ~ ~.f' 

~. •• > -,' '". .. ," '.. .., .' ,.' •• ':~; ~.:" . :'/~~~:\:<:'. '.:: ,':';::::. : .. '.' . ,''' ..... ,.:: 
.:' .:;.~. '~ .. ,,:~ -::. ~;: .•... :.:~.~ .. ~ ...... '. :,.: : ; ,'" ~'" . 

." t,,: .:'." 
• ~ J. • • •• 

. ., ':. ~ ... : ' .. 

...... 
' ... ~ '. . .... ~. .~. . .' 

" .. 

'.:'~.,:;. :';"<' :-: ,/'. ,~,~ <.:.:'::,>,~::. ':'~~.: ~',: ~: ; ...... '> "~~ ·;{I::~~~-;':"~~'.~"'~·'/:/:':.·:~>'· ,:~ ~ ... :_)\:::~.: .... ; .. '. '. I '::.,O"'~>' .. ::: ":: ........ . 
:' .. ' .. ..' I ........... , ','.10.' 

~::::~ .~,>: \,:X:,,·:;X
j

:.'; 1': t . ": \,;;' ;;;':,:t~.':' :~ t!< ::;. :' ': '; ?,c:.:'::: ::, :. .':"~" ~'> ', . 
, • 0° " • !" "'\ .. ". 
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'. 

.. 
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. .. ~,~ .'.' :. ,", '.:""-l/·~ 
. :. ' 'i 
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ll.A.hro RESPONDENT THE INCO~E FLA.SH CIIRD . . 
72. Considering income that you personally received in 1978 from all sources 

before taxes, please teJl me in "'hat income group you belong. Just give 
me the letter on the card next to your income group. CHECK DESIGNATED 
BOX Ul\lJ)ER Q. 72 BELOW. 

A. 0 - $499 
B. $500 - $999 
C. $1,000 $1,-999 
D. $2,000 - $2,999 
E. $3,000 - $3,999 
F. $4,000 - $4,999 
G. $5,000 - $6,999 
H. $7,000 - $9;999 
I. $10,000 - $J.4, 999 

.J. $15,000 - $19,999 
K. $20,000 - $29,999 
L. $30,000 - $39,999 

--. M. $40,000 - $75,000 
N. Over $75,000 
REFUSED 
DON'T KNOW 

r 

Q..1.L 
INDIVIDUAL 

INCOME 
(68-69) 

( )-01 
( )-02 
( )-03 
( )-04 
( )-05 
( )-06 
( )-07 
( )-08 
( )-09 
( )-10 
( )-11 

. ( )"':12 
( )-13 
( )-14 
( )-15 
( )-16 

Q...ll 
HOUSEHOLD 

INCm,fE 
(70-71) 

( )-01 
( )-02 
( )-03 
( )-04 
( )-05 
( )-06 
( )-07 
( )-08 
( )-09 

. ( ). ... 10 
( )-11 
( )-12 
( ) ... J.3 
( ) .... 14 
( )-15 
( )"'16 

'73. Lastly, considering income that all members of you!' household received 
in 1978 before taxes, please tell me in "'hat income group your household 
belongs. Just give the letter on the card next to your household!s 
income group. CHECK DESIGNATED BOX mmER Q.73 ABOVE. 

TAKE FLASH CARD BACK 

In addi~ion to the gift we are offe'ring at the completion of the study, it may 
be.possl.ble for u~ to offer anct?er gift during the course of the study. If 
thJ.s becomes. pOSSl.ble we would ll.ke to tailor 'this gift to suit your personal 

-. ta~te. In :'l.~w. of ~bi.s, I w'Ould like to ask you a couple of questions about . , ,lel.sure actl.vl.tl.es.... " _ 
' .. ~...t... •• ':" ,. • 

' .. 

," 
t' • .".-

.. '.. ", ,',: . . '-:'~72-
.;;. '-",·':r.,':'~····~· _ .. ,:, ',-,~. ,. '73- . 

" 74-
75-

:." .. ; ' ..... "'1' '~:. 

.. 
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Wave 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

Date Intervie\'/ 
Began 

April 29 
May 20 

June 6 

June 22 
July 5 
Aug. 5 

Sept. 6 

TABLE 2. 1 

TIMING OF INTERVIEWS 

Median Interview. 
Date 

May 7 
May 27 

June 13 

June 30 
July 14 
Aug. 15 

Sept. 14 

.... 

:, 

Median Interval Between 
Interview Date and Preceeding 

I nt'<erv; ew 

19 days 
15 days 
15 days 
14 days 
29 days 
31 days 
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TAOLE 2.2 

PERCENTAGES, MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (IN PARENTHESES) FOR SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS: 

WAVE 1 CASES, WAVE 7 CASES, AND FOUR ANALYSIS SUBSANPLES 

Attribute 

; LA 

;' /-IOU 
.: W\SH 
. :!INN 

': IfISPANIC 
" QUICK 
'; I1IXED 
!t:CONE (household) 
[[''JC 
r\~E 

''; If ALE 
r;RII1E SERIOUS (0-2) 
:}f.:[I\KIN (0-10) 

~ROPERTY CRIME (0-5) 

PERSONAL CRIME (0-3) 

:OURTS EASY (0-2) 
;')LICE SAT (0-2) 

to/AVE 1 
(N = 532) 

25.2 

24.6 

24.8 

25.4 

12.2 

32.1 

31.2 

22,741 (14,655) 

12.8 (2.9) 
43.0 (16.0) 
48.7 

1.40 ( .64) 
4.68 (3.18) 
1. 32 (l .39) 

.18 ( .48) 
,27 (.52) 

1.17 ( .71 ) 

to/AVE 7 
(N = 402) 

25.1 

21.6 

25.9 

27.4 

9.2 

32.8 

31.8 

22,413 (14,182) 

12. 9 (,2.8) 
43.0 (15.7) 
46.2 

1. 39 ( .64) 
4.69 (3.17 ) 
1. 31 Cl .40) 

.17 (,45 ) 

.24 C. 50) 
1.20 C. 72) 

FEAR - 1234 

(N = 264) 

23.9 

19.3 

28.0 

28.8 

8.3 

34.4 

29.2 

23,363 (13,951) 

13.2 (2.5) 
41.0 (15;5) 
46.6 

1.42 ( .62) 
4.74 (3.13) 

1. 34 Cl .35) 
.22 C.53) 

FEAR - 1467 

(N = 255) 

25.9 
. j·8.4 

26.7 

29.0 

9.0 

32.2 

32.9 

23,046 (14,331 ) 

13.0 (2.6) 
41.4 (15.2) 
45.9 

1. 41 ( .65) 
4.81 (3.15) 
1. 38 (1.41) 

.18 C.49) 

CRIM - 1234 

(N = 188) 

26.2 

19.1 

23.9 

30.8 

10.1 

35.1 

30.3 

22,844 (14,798) 

13.1 (2.6) 
40.3 (15.0) 
45.2 

1.36 (1 .33) 
.11 (.33) 
.29 (.58) 

1. 14 ( .71 ) 

\ ___ ~ __ -......lo...,), __ --,,-----_ 

CRIM - 1467 

( N - 1 <''I \ - ."-/ 

29.2 

17.6 

24.1 

29.1 

8.13 

32.4 

32.4 

22,858 (l.i,liS1) 

13.1 (2.6) 
41.2 (15.2) 
46.1 

1. 34 (1 .35) 
.18 (.45) 
.27 ( .56) 

1. 15 ( .72) 
\ 

, 
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TABLE 2.3 

ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF WHITE, BLACK, HISPANIC, AND MIXED NEIGHBORHOODS 

(WAVE 7 RESPONDENTS, N = 402) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) B1ack Hispanic White Mixed Neighborhoods Neighborhoods Neighborhoods Nei ghboY'hoods 
Ethnic Group (N = 132) (N = 37) (N = 105) (N = 128) 
l. % Black 81.1 0.0 1.9 15.6 -
2. % Hispanic 0.8 86.5 2.9 5.5 3. % ~Jhite & 18.2 13.5 

~ 78.9 other 

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 

I\' 

'. 

(5 ) 
Total 

Neighborhoods 
(N = 402) 

32.1 

10.7 

57.2 

100 

\ 

, 
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TABLE 3.1 

Attitudinal Measures of Fear of Crime 

(Scale Values in Pa,renthesis) 

A. Limit activities because of crime (LIM): 
LIMl In general, have you limited or changed 

your activities in the past few years 
because of crime? 

LIM2 Do you think that most people in this 
neighborhood have limited or changed 
their activities in the past few years 
because they are afraid of crime? 

L1M3 Do you think people in general have been 
limited or changed their activities in 
the past few years because they are 
afraid of crime? 

B. Perceived increase in crime (PI): 

PI l Which of the following statements do yeu 
agree with mest? 

Crime is less serieus than the news
papers and TV say. 

Crime is more serieus than the news
papers and TV say. 

Crime is abeut as s(~ri ous as th(: ne\'JS
papers and TV say. 

Which 'Of the following statements do you 
agree with mest? 

My chances 'Of being attacked 'Or robbed 
have gone up in the past few years: 

My chances 'Of being attacked or rebbed 
have gene dewn in the past few years. 

My chances 'Of being attacked or robbed 
haven't changed in the past few years. 

New I'd like te get your 'Opinions about 
crime in general. Within the past year 
'Or bJe, de you think that crime in yeur 
neighberhoed has increased, decreased, 'Or 
remained about the same? 
Within the past year or two de yeu think 
that crime in the United States has increased, 
decreased, or remained abeut the same? 

-

YES (1) 
NO (0) 

YES (1 ) 
NO (0) 

YES (1) 
NO (0) 

LESS SERIOUS (0) 
MORE SERIOUS (2) 
AS SERIOUS (1 ) 
DON'T KNOW 

UP (2) 
Dmm (0) 
SAME (1) 
DON'T KNOVJ 

INCREASED (2) 
DECREASED (0) 
REMAINED SAME(l) 
NOT HERE LONG ENOUGH 
DON'T KNOW 
INCREASED (2) 
DECREASED (0) 
REMAINED THE SAME (1) 
DON'T KNOW 

:1 
I 

I' 
.: I 

I 
! 
t 

.. ' 

C. 

D. 

E. 

• 

TABLE 3.1 (Cent'd) 

Fear areas of city (FC): 

FC l Are there seme parts 'Of this metropolitan 
area where yeu have a reasen te ge 'Or would 
like te ge during the day, but are afraid 
to because 'Of fear 'Of crime? 

FC2 Hew abeut at night, are there some parts of 
this area where yeu have a reasen to go 'Or 
weuld like te ge but are afraid te because 
'Of fear 'Of crime? 

Fear neighberheed (FN): 

FNl How de yeu think yeur neighberheed cempares 
with ethers in this metropelitan area in terms 
of crime? Weuld yeu say it is much mere 
dangereus, mere dangerous, abeut average, 
less dangereus 'Or much less dangereus? 

FN 2 Hew abeut during the day--how safe de you 
'Or weuld yeu feel being out alene in yeur 
neighberhoed? Would you feel very safe, 
reasenably safe, semewhat unsafe, very unsafe? 
How safe de yeu feel or weuld yeu feel being 
out alene in yeur neighberheod at night? 
Weuld yeu say it is very safe, reasenably 
safe, semewhat unsafe, very unsafe? 

Perceived likeliheed 'Of victimizatien (PV): 
Think 'Of a scale frem 0-10. Zere stands fer ne 
pessibility at all and ten stands fer extremely 
likely. Fer each statement I read, give me a 
rating frem 0 te 10. During the ceurse 'Of a 
year hew likely is it that ... 

PV1 semeene weuld break inte yeur residence when 
ne 'One is heme? 

PV2 semeene weuld break inte yeur residence when 
semeene is heme? 

PV., 
..J 

yeur purse/wallet weuld be snatched in yeur 
neighberheed? 
semeene weuld take semething frem yeu en 
the street by ferce or threat in yeur neighborheed? 
semeene weuld beat yeu up 'Or hurt yeu en the 
street in yeur neighberheed? 

YES (1) 
NO (0) 

YES (1) 
NO (0) 

MUCH MORE DANGEROUS (4) 
MORE DANGEROUS (3) 
ABOUT AVERAGE (2) 
LESS DANGEROUS (1) 
MUCH LESS DANGEROUS (0) 

VERY SAFE (3) 
REASONABLY SAFE (2) 
SOMEWHAT UNSAFE (1) 
VERY UNSAFE (0) 

VERY SAFE (3) 
REASONABLY SAFE (2) 
SOMEWHAT UNSAFE (1) 
VERY UNSAFE (0) 

\ 
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TABLE 3.2 

Measures of Attitudes Toward Criminal Justice System 

(Scale values in parenthesis) 

Evaluation of police services (PS): 

PS l Would you say, in general, that your 
local police are doing a good job, 
an average job or a poor job? 

Some people say the police don't 
come quickly when you call them 
for help. Do you think this hap
pens to people in this neighborhood? 

Overall, how satisfied are you with 
the police protection provided in 
this neighborhood. Generally satis
fied, somewhat satisfied, very 
dissatisfied? 

Of all the crimes that are reported 
in this neighborhood, how many would 
you guess are solved or cleared up? 
Most of them, about half, about a 
quarter, or fewer than that? 

Good 
Average 
Poor 
Don't know 

Yes (2) 
No (0) 
Don't know 

Generally Satisfied 
Somewhat Dissatisfied 
Very Dissatisfied 
Don't Know 

Most are solved 
About Half 
About a Quarter 
Fewer Than Than 
Don't Know 

B. Perceptions of police abuse (PA): 

Some people say the police frisk 
or search people without good reason. 
Do you think this happens to people 
in this neighborhood? 

Some people say the police don't show 
respect for people or they use insulting 
language. Do you think this happens to 
people in this neighborhood? 

Some people say the police rough up 
people unnecessarily when they are 
arresting them or afterwards. Do 
you think this happens to people 
when they are in this neighborhood? 

Do you agree or disagree with the 
statement that all people are treated 
the same by the police regardless of 
race? 

Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

Agree 
Disagree 
Not Sure 

(2) 
(1) 
(0) 

(2) 
(0) 
(1) 

(2) 
(1) 
(0) 

(2) 
(2) 
(1) 
(0) 

(2) 
(0) 
(1) 

(2) 
(0) 
(1) 

(2) 
(0) 
(1) 

(2) 
(0) 
(1) 

z), 

. . 

., 
wq' \. 

TABLE 3.2 (Cont'd) 

C. Effectiveness of Criminal Justice System (CE): 

Of all the crimes that are reported in 
this neighborhood, how many woul'd you 
guess are solved or cleared up? Most 
of them, about half, about a quarter, 
or fewer than that? 

Of all the crimes that are reported 
in this neighborhood, how many would 
you guess lead to someone actually 
being arrested? Most of them, about 
half, about a quarter, or fewer than 
that? 

Of all the crimes that are reported 
in this neighborhood, how many would 
you guess lead to someone actually 
going to trial. Most of them, about 
half, about a quarter, or fewer than 
that? 

Of all the crimes that are reported 
in this neighborhood, how many would 
you guess lead to someone actually 
going to prison? Most of them, about 
half, about a quarter, or fewer than 
that? 

Most are Solved (2) 
About Half (2) 
About a Quarter (1) 
Fewer Than That (0) 
Don't Know 

Most Lead to All 
About Half 

Arrests(3) 
(2) 

About a Quarter 
Fewer than a Quarter 
Don't Know 

(1) 
(0) 

Most Result in a Trail (3) 
About Half (2) 
About a Quarter (1) 
Fewer Than That (0) 
Don't Know 

Most Result in Prison 
Sentence 

About Half 
About a Quarter 
Fewer Than That 
Don't Know 

(3) 
(2) 
(1 ) 
(0) 

D. Perceptions of Leniency in Criminal Justice System (CL): 

Generally, do you feel the courts 
have been too easy in dealing with 
criminals, too severe, or do you 
feel they have treated them fairly? 

Cl2 Should parole boards be more strict, 
less strict, or about the same they 
are now in granting parole? 

On the whole do you feel that the 
ruling of the Supreme Court in 
recent years have given too 
much consideration to the rights 
of people suspected of crimes? 

Do you strongly agree, agree, dis
agree or strongly disagree with 
the following statement? There 
are so many loopholes in the law 
that it is difficult to bring 
criminals to justice. 

" 

Too Easy 
To severe 
Fair 
It Varies or 
Don't Know 

More Strict 
Less Strict 
About the Same 
Don't Know 

Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

(0) 
(2) 
( 1 ) 

(0) 
(2) 
(1) 

(2) 
(0) 
(1) 

(4) 
(3) 
(1) 
(0) 

; 
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LIM, PI! .llIJniJ\lrt \11 I t" 

LIM, HI! hlhbon \~' .. 

LIIolJ Pl'vple t'l ~"I • ! (.) .. 1) 

Z. P(~ClIVtu IN(~rf,\r '.1 ".I"~ 

Pit fu,.~ ur 1\,'.. \0' It " than medii .... '1 (O .. 2)b 

PIZ H/ ch.netS 01 ~, I ·1 .lctl~lz.d n ... gono up (O.Z) 

'IJ Crln.! In nl:l'"Io: .. II,!"'!)d Incrusrd ur dceruud (0-2) 

.'14 Crime In U.;. 1I,l,rL'OIud or d~ryJ'Sed (0-2) 

3. rr,~R MtA~ 01' t lTV 

I'CI Ourln9 tIe ".1) ,·).I)b 

FeZ At nl9ht (~ I) 

4. I'Ll!! /jf,ICI!ao.1H(){O 

FHI Thh nt'llJ~t-t."'O:,;'1 torrpolrrd to others In 
~trtlpol' t,,'1 "'I.' '" (0 ... 4) 

rHZ S. r. 1n U\l J.' "" the d.y (0.3) 

f'NJ s.r, In 6r" .. ~ tllCht (OoOl) 
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TABLE 3.5 

Within~Wave Correlations 

Among "Fear of Crime" Dimensions 

(N = 255) 

WAVE 1 

LIM PI 
Variable 1 2 

l. LIM-Limit Activities 

2. PI-Perceived Increase .30 

3. FC-Fear City .46 .33 

4. FN-Fear Neighborhood .44 .48 

5. PV-Perceived Victimization .42 .53 

x2
'03 = 175.89 P = .0000 

WAVE 4 

LIM PI 
Variable 1 2 

l. LIM-Limit Activities 

2. PI-Perceived Increase .53 

3. FC-Fear City .56 .38 

4. FN-Fear Neighborhood .68 .38 

5. PV-Perceived Victimization .38 ,,37 

i'03 = 196.05 P = .0000 

WAVE 6 

LIM PI 
Variable 1 '') 

I. 

1. LIM-Limit Activities 

2. PI-Perceived Increase .53 

3. FC-Fear City .67 .50 

4. FN-Fear Neighborhood .61 .55 

x2
19 = 17.39 P = .56 

-

;, 

FC FN PV 
3 4 5 

I 
I 

.52 

.42 .70 

FC FN PV 
3 4 5 

,II 

~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 
:j 

I' I 
II 
I' 

/1 

~ 

I: !l 
~ 
I 
I 

Ii 

.59 I 
Ii 
I, 

.38 .62 I 
I 

I 
! 
I' 
I 
f 
II 

FC FN 
3 4 f, 

U 

.62 

i 

~ 
II 

I· .~ . 
II 

.II ~ 
-~' ,\, 

\l 

TABLE 3.5 (Cont'd) 

WAVE 7 

Variable 

1. LIM-Limit Activities 

2. PI-Perceived Increased 

3. FC-Fear City 

4. FN-Fear Neighborhood 

5. PV-Perceived Victimization 
2 

x 61 = 105.39 

LIM 
1 

.64 

.63 

.67 

.55 

P = 

PI 
2 

.51 

.55 

.46 

.0004 

-

FC 
3 

.66 

.54 

FN 
4 

.77 

PV 
5 

, 
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2. 1"LlC[ AII"V 
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•• ) .,1 .57 .55 

.2? .?I .26 .32 

25 .?3 .24 .Z5 

I.JG 1.49 1.40 1.44 

3.42 3.32 3.23 ).40 

TAGLE 3.6 M(oi\slIrcUlent Characteristics of nCr1mfnill JUHfce " items, Crim.1234 Subsaml'le (tl • 109) 

WI W2 WJ W4 
(6) (I) (U) (9) 
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.00 

.?J 

.?3 

.S7 

.93 

.95 

.!)S 

.07 

.94 

.97 

.96 

.il2 

[.65] [.7U] [.6U) [.BIJ 

1.01 1.10 1.05 1.0~ 

1.03 1.14 1.07 1.01 

1.03 1.13' .97 .97 

.Bl .04 .82 .S5 

[.55] [.71] [.64] [.65J 

.5B .4B .49 .56 

.51 .4B .52 .50 

.90 .S6 .92 .8? 

.79 .90 .B9 .BI 

(.3BJ [.31J [.30J [.40J 

.... 

.. 
°lj 

(rrol' Sl,lIul.lI'lI lltlvlatlofl 

WI WI Wl W4 
(10) (11) (1~) (13) 

.49 .42 .41 .lB 

.75 .74 .73 .69 

.41 .45 .35 .43 

.96 1.04 .9U .99 

.(,0 

.C·U 

·.44 

.70 

,!il 

.47 

.82 

.Gl 

.46 

.46 

.00) 

.46 

.47 

.39 

.UQ 

.86 .70 .79 .S2 

.63 .54 ,63 .G7 

.n .62 .~4 .42 

.56 .64 .52 .53 

.44 .37 .30 .39 

.42 .35 .43 .35 

.80 .75 .78 .76 

.70 .BO .76 .73 

.11.\ 
Ihtllllfvu Tt'uu S,,'oru Slull!.' 

WI--wT""~ W4 
(14) (I;) (16) (17) 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

-1.14 -1.45 -1.47 -1.52 

1.10 .?6 .99 1.02 

.BS .85 .75 .71 

1.00 

LOG 

1.21 

·1.24 

1.110 

1.14 

1.15 

- .3B 

1.00 

1.13 

1.01 

- .35 

1.00 

1.00 

- .20 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1.45 1.3? 1.23 1.10 

1.61 1.31 1.35 1.35 

LOB .77 .42 1.03 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

.77 1.04 1.09 .B8 

-1.07 -1.34 -1.14 -1.16 

- .96 -1.23 -1.26 - .86 

Ill" 
"011.11>11 III 

WI III 113 WI 
(lU) (19) (20) (21) 

.50 .52 .53 .60 

.37 

.65 

.IB 

,GJ 

.57 

.76 

.04 

.43 .45 .51 

.46 .62 .55 

.12 .13 .10 

.M 

.711 

.75 

.OS 

.75 

.70 

.B3 

.04 

.20 .43 ,43 .39 

.GO .70 .G6 .57 

.74 .71 .70 .81 

.54 .44 .59 .61 

.42 .43. .60 .52 

.33 .46 .31 .51 

.20 .24 .26 .2S 

.21 .18 .29 .18 

"Xt·.IIt .. 1 

Obr,UI'Yl'd 
11111-1 lm'n'loJlh'n 

Wl Wl U4 
(22) (23) (24) 

.66 .74 .77 

.GO .69 .71 

.55 .60 .54 

.54 .68 .71 

[.ou1 [.97] [.93] 

,61 

.51 

.6S 

.41 

.59 

.10 

.71 

.60 

.60 

.65 

.61 

.47 

.74 

.70 

.70 

.50 

.71 

.ss 

.63 

.~u 

(.IIJ [.85] l.DI) 

.54 

.54 

.61 

.60 

.60 

.64 

.49 .53 .53 

.30 .39 .50 

[.03) [.81] [.89J 

~(\t't.1 
Crror I ",;' I 
l\lln,l,·ll.t 

WI WJ I' 
(2U) (Z~) \ I. 

.40 .41 

.41 .4, 

.50 .eA 

" .. 

.Olll~ • It. 

• .37 

.43 

I I .. ~ 

\ ". • J 

.14 n, to \ I) 

·.Uln\ _.1 i -,I, 

,I3ns .1 .. !I· 

.34 

.35 

•• 0 

.26 

I 
.. , . \ 

", 

,. 1,1 

, 

, 
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1. pq(ltC SlRVIr." 

"51 rullco (lIl"t I ' till ~ (0-/) 

PS1 PolIto .","', • "". (0.2) 

PSJ rollco p"'" t. .. , (0.2) 

P~1 t CrlN Sl I n, j ,(;.3) 

~. f'OlIn A3US( 

PAl I rl'k _/0 r .... v (,/.1) 

Ml ko li\."~I.)\. t {I .• ', 

rAJ Ruu')h IJ:J (~ .. , 

PA4 IrCH R"" , i.'" Iy (0.2) 

J. CRIMIN.I( JOlT"" ,;rrCTlVENtSs 

etl I erl"" ' •• 1 ... ; (~.3) 

"l I Arreu • .'J " 

eEJ I Trhl (~<'. 

et4 % Prj,., (U'J' 

ell C."rt. (e ,j 

CL2 P.rol. Jo., J' • • C.2) 

eL3 ~upr.r. .. e,. I (u") 

~L4 loophoh, ( .•• ) 

I/OTES 

,a: S.,IC r.b't J.' (,." I full dnerlptlQn, 

b: Sicpe ft.r n(~~rLI.CII tndlutor SIt at 1.0. 

"IJ·Obl.rvod Standard Oovlatlon 

(uT -"True" Stdndard Oovl.!I.tt) 
".Ij -Error 

St.ndard Ool.atlor. 

-

I r '> ,- ~.:.~,. ""'."~_"_"_'_"_' __ _ 

'---------------- , 

TABLE a.7 ~~olsuretr(!nt Charactortstles of IICrtmtnal Justlce!t Btl1';, Crfm-1461 SubsArr;Jl\!' (N • 182) 

Truo 5cor. 5 lope 
II .. t.:"st'rvcc 
Xt 'X: .. 1 

WI 
(2) 

W4 Wb 
(J) (~) 

.I • 
III III ~4 fW Iii 

(5) (b) (/) (8) (~) 
~I ~I, W6 .7 

(10) (11) (12) (IJ) 
WI W.l 

p Lag-I Correlotlo" 
Tt ,Tt .. 1 .... TruC,l't 

eCt,tt_l-Error 

L'U-l Corrohtlo" 

("1,'"" 
C"~'J'I ... "I. 

1.~-1 Correlatlen 
\Ib....,,......,.-,or---rn--.:.,,...-=-t-..,.,..--,,·.-:--Tl'T'-r-=-Llr--rrril-;tX· .. " . 

1.15 1.3~ 1.)4 1.31 

.9U .91 .90 .91 

1.411.49 1.43 1.~G 

1.20 1.34 1.2~ 1.27 

.65 .GO .13 

.71 .GU .14 

.G9 

.52 

.G3 

.50 

.71 

... 1.20 I.J4 1,23 1.27 

.9G 

.70 

.40 

.9G 

.B7 

.5B 

.95 

.BI 

.55 

.93 

.73 

.50 

.27 .29 .26 .32 

.2J .25 .21 .27 

1,32 1.46 1.54 1.46 

3.49 3.43 3.27 3.16 

(14) (I~) (16) (17) 

.72 .61 

.99 

.G5 

.50 .51 .~1 .40 .3G .30 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

.76 .69 ,.76 .67 ·1.13 -1.54 .loU -1.72 

.41 .38 .47 .40 1.13 1.13 .93 1.17 
1.00 1.05 1.02 1.02 .97 1.01 .99 .9d' 

(.51] (.46] (.46) (.43) 
.92 .GO .55 

.99 .99 

.G3 .104 

.62 

.70 

.95 

.GO .43 .46 .40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1.01 1.02 1.03 .VU 

1.31 1.07 1.03 1.04 

- .27 - .25 - .31 - .32 

.OU .94 • V4 .UC 

.94 .97 

.V2 .96 .33 .36 .39 .32 

.79 .B3 .81 .82 

.UU .% 

.81 .87 .07 .BB 

(.63) (.B3) (.Bll (.87) 

1.02 1.01 .99 .98 .62 .6!l .5B .59 

.99 1.00 1.00 .96 .50 .41 .52 .50 

.Bl .67 .B3 .81 .62 .li9 .53 .56 

(.46) (.55) (.57J (.63) 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1.76 1.36 1.44 1.26 

1.84 1.64 1.4B 1.32 

1.16 1.26 1.0il .90 

.93 .0'1 .B3 .79 LOB 1.05 1.02 1.02 

.56 .53 .50 .54 .44 .35 .32 .36 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

.49 .50 .49 .53 .39 .35 .36 .39 .92 .91 .86 .G9 

.91 .08 .BJ .B8 .78 .76 .cs .61 -1.47 -1.13 -1.25 -1.57 

.70 .Bl .91 .95 .71 .74 .81 .B3 -1.06 _ .85 -1.13 -1.20 

(.33) (.40) (.35J (.41] 

(IB) (1~) (20) (21) 

.50 .57 .62 .56 

.36 .51 .42 .5~ 

.Ga .65 .45 .61 

.19 .09 

.51 .70 

.&6 .7B 

.B6 

.04 

.07 

.06 

.18 .27 

.62 .5S 

.72 .B2 

.43 .63 

.06 .07 

.74 .82 

.78' .77 

.B2 

.00 

.32 

.O~ 

.10 

.3B 

.69 .65 

.72 .75 

.56 .4B 

.34 .57 .5B .57 

.30 .53 .4G .47 

.28 .26 .33 .52 

.20 .18 .23 .26 

(U) (23) (24) 

.62 

.56 

.57 

.47 

.77 .01 

.69 .00 

.66 .6G 

.67 .64 

(.03) (.94) (I.CO) 

.58 .81 .02 

.45 .16 .n 
.L7 .B7 

.39 .n .75 

(.6B) (.92) [.97) 

.47 .67 .64 

.35 .51 .72 

.J? .~O .62 

.40 •• 9 .61 

(.5~J (.04) [.92J 

.42 .G6 .70 

.51 .N .10 

.';5 .59 .72 

.35 .57 .. 59 

(.00) [.95) [1.00) 

(25) (26) (27) 

.3U .S2 .54 

.38 .49 .GJ 

.07n'.32 .30 

.44 .C4 .62 

.27 .35 .26 

.07"1 .29 .OC'" 

.02"' -.2U 

.35 .74 

.42 .57 

.72 

.4B 

• lOn, _.01"' .37 

~J. ; 

17 •• 1 

-.05"' _.14"' _.16n, 17~.O 
.29 .3S .23 

.12"' .27 .31 

.31 .73 .45 

.30 .44 .54 

.27 .49 .47 

.' 
nsr C~lf~t('4 "·'.fllefltnt len th.1n t.1cI Ils It.nd.rd error. 

\ ______________ ~,)i~~ __ ~ __ __ 
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TABLE 3.8 

Within-Wave Correlations 

Among "Criminal Justice" Dimensions 

(J~ = 188) 

WAVE 1 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

PS PA 
Variable 1 2 

PS-Po1ice Service 

PA-Police Abuse -.66 

CE-Criminal Justice Eff. .09 .06 

CL-Criminal Justice Len. -.10 .22 
2 x 97 = 125.24 P = .03 

WAVE 4 

Variable 

1- PS-Police Service 

2. PA-Police Abuse 

3. CE-Crimi na 1 Justice Eff. 

4. CL-Criminal Justice Len" 
2 

x 97 

WAVE 6 

Variable 

1. PS-Po1ice Service 

2. PA-Po1ice Abuse 

3. CE-Crimi na 1 Justi ce Eff. 

4. CL-Crimi na 1 Justice Len. 

= 148.33 

PS 
1 

-.66 

-.09 

-.12 

P = 

PS 
1 

-.66 

PA 
2 

.17 

.23 

.0006 

PA 
2 

-.06 .10 

-.12 .25 

X2
97 = 153.64 p = .0002 

CE 
3 

.18 

CE 
3 

.22 

CE 
3 

.34 

CL 
4 

CL 
4 

CL 
4 

--------------------------------------------------------,----------------------------------~------------
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TABLE 3.8 (Cont'd) 

WAVE 7 

Variable 

1. PS-Po1ice Service 

2. PA-Po1ice Abuse 

3. 

4. 

CE-Crimina1 Justice Eff. 

CL-Crimina1 Justice Len. 

2 
x 97 = 

PS 
1 

-.65 

PA 
2 

-.06 .06 

.07 • 18 

136.90 p = .005 

CE 
3 

.22 

CL 
4 

, 
, , 
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TABLE 4.1 

Measured Endogenous Determinants of Attitudes Toward 

Crime and Criminal Justice 

Variable 

1. Property Crime, Ever 

2. Personal Crime. Ever 

3. #Different Crimes, 
Year 

4. Others Victimized, 
Year 

5. Police Assistance, 
Year 

Description (Range) 

Of property crimes, how many 
had happened to respondent, 
ever (0-5). 

Of 3 personal crimes, how many 
had happened to respondent, 
ever (0-3) 

Of 8 violent crimes, how many 
had occurred in neighborhood, 
past year (0-8) 

Of 5 personal and property 
crimes, how many had happened 
to others in the household, 
past year (0-5) 

Respondent was assisted by 
police during the past 
year (O=No, l=Yes) 

Questionnaire Items 
(See Appendix 2) 

163, 165, 173, 175, 
177 (Wave 1 only) 

167, 169, 171 
(Wave 1 only) 

33 (Wave 1 only) 

29 (Wave 1 only) 

31 A,B (Wave 1 only) 

6. Police Prosecution, 
Year 

Other than traffic citation, 
respondent was arrested, pro
secuted, or jailed within past 
year (O=No, l~Yes) 

31 D,E,G (Wave 1 only) 

7. Minor Bad 

8. Minor GOOD 

9. Major Bad 

How many of the following hap
pened to someone in the house
hold during the past month (two 
weeks): illness, cheated, trouble 
paying bills, lost a promotion, 
argued with spouse, accident (0-4) 

How many of the following happened 
to someone in the household during 
the past month (two weeks): won 
prize, received gift, good trip, 
nice time with friends (0-4) 

How many of the following happened 
, to someone in the household during 
the past (two weeks): fired, sep
erated, friend died (0-2) 

25 A,C,F; 26 D,H,N 

25 B,D,G,H 

26 C,G,O 

11"""' 
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II 
!I 
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Variable 

10. Major Good 

11.'Victimization 

12. Crime 

TABLE 4.1 (Cont'd) 

Description (Range) 

How many of the foll ow; ng happened 
to someone in the household during 
the past month (two weeks): hired 
raise, married, birth, child's ' 
graduation (0-4) 

Of 8 personal and property crimes, 
how many happened to respondent 
during the past month (two weeks) 
(0-3) 

Of 8 violent crimes, how many had 
occurred in neighborhood during 
the past month (two weeks) (0-7) 

'-,.. -----

Questionnaire Items 
(See Appendix 2) 

26 A,B,F,J,M 

28 

33 

, 
. .. 
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Exogenous Variable 

Age (lOis) 

Gender 

~Ii nn 

lIou 

Hash 

Hispanic 

Black 

r1i xed 

Income (1 ,000.IS) 

Ed 

R2 

C1 e: 

tri c Oi s turbance 
lndard peviation) 

TABLE IL 2 

Reduced Fonn (Tota1)-Yfects.-9T S_Q..cj.Qg'£Q!lQl1l·i~_Qb_qrq.cj:el'istics on "Feur of Crime." 

(Attitudes arclllr.~2..ul:Ed in sJ;anclal'd deviation units;: 

1!l. q.tti.£._c;.o EiJJ ir:.1S11..t.LQJ) p.t':.Q..Y'_l.!.U{l!..c.1.l..tl.!. c s .g§. • 
Limit I\ctivities PCl'ceivod InC)'oClsO 

(LA) (PI) 

W1 1~4 la _Wl __ , __ 144..._ \017 1~1 

.002 .002 .005 .007 .000 .007 .020 
( . ool) ( .ool) ( .002) ( .002) ( . 000) ( .003) ( .008) 

-.265 -.476 -.383 -.311 -.451 -.402 -.4613 
(- . 108) (-.199) (-.169) (-.095) (-.173) (-.171) (-.192) 

-.834 -.576 -.736 -.515 -.370 -.188 .005 
(-.340) (- .241) (-.325) (-.157) (-,142) (-.0130) .002) 

.OG9 .170 .009 .262 .4G2 .571 .117 
( .024) ( .0/1) ( .001)) ( • 0(30) ( .177) ( .243) .048) 

-.592 -.388 -.645 .,..469 -.527 -.346 .290 
(-.241) (-.162) (-.285) (-.143) (-.202) (-.147) .119) 

-.216 .359 .292 -.G54 -.130 .038 .273 
(-.0138 ) .150 ) .129 ) (-.169) (-.050) ( .016) .112 ) 

.427 .519 .534 -.485 -.109 - .172 -.029 
( .174) ( .217) .236) (-.148) (- .042) (-.073) (-.012) 

.064 .019 .136 -.466 -.242 -.324 .090 
( .026) ( .008) ( • OGO) (-.142 ) (-.093) (- . 138) ( .037 

-.005 -.007 -.007 -.007 -.005 -.009 -.005 
(-.002) (-.003) (- .003) (-.002) (-.002) (-.004) (-.002) 

-.005 .014 .020 -.085 -.021 .030 .012 
(-.002) .006) .009) (- .026) (-.008) ( .013) ( • 005) 

.205 .251 .231 .290 .231 .193 .143 

.363 .362 .387 .257 .336 .382 .379 

I\, 

Feu)' City 
(Fe) 

H4 

.014 
( . OOG) 

-.609 
(-.212) 

-.103 
(-.036) 

.279 

.097) 

.348 

.121) 

.362 
( .126 ) 

.OG2 

.018) 

.089 

.031 ) 

-.006 
(-.002) 

.023 

.008) 

.174 

.316 

117 

.013 
( .005 ) 

-.568 
(-.223) 

-.102 
(- .040) 

.2211 

.01313) 

.329 

.129 ) 

.349 
( • 137) 

.217 

.085) 

.199 
( .078) 

-.005 
(-.002) 

-.008 
(-.003) 

.143 

.363 

.. 

.. " 

~." I 

Perceived Likelihood 
of Victimization 

(PV) 

W1 1~4 W7 
---'--

.001) .006 .003 
( .007) ( .010) ( .007) 

-.448 -.485 -.489 
(- .737) (- .801 ) (-1.106) 

-.364 -.296 -.439 
(-.600) (-.490) (-.994) 

.052 .088 -.064 
( . 08G) ( . 146) (-.147) 

- .193 - .117 -.298 
(-.318) (- .433) (-.675) 

.837 .551 .707 
(1.378) ( .911) (1. 599) 

.491 .763 .624 

.808) (1.262) (1.412) 

.360 .295 .198 

.593) ( .487) ( .448) 

-.004 -.005 -.003 
(-.006 ) (-.008) (- .006) 

-.007 -.005 -.042 
(-.012) (-.O09) (- .095) 

.173 .207 .240 \ 

1.497 1.472 1.895 

, 
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TABLE 4.3 

Reduced FOI'm (To ta 1) Effects of Soci oeconomi c Characteri s ti cs ----- -- ~ ---
on Attitudes 'fO\'/cll'd Crilliinal ,Justice. (Al:tlvities al'e lIIeasured ---- -- ---

in standard deViation 'units; metric: coefficients appear in pal't!lItheses.) 
Exogenous Variables 

Criminal Justice 
Criminal Justice 

Police Service' 
Police Abuse 

Leniency 
Leniency 

(PS) 
(PA) 

(CL) 
(GL) ......... _ ..... - ... 111 114 1V7 !oJ 1 1/4 !oJ 7 !oJ 1 1~4 W7 1~1 IJ4 '" (, I -- ... ~ ..... - -'·'_4 

.111 .135 .114 -.093 -.171l -.164 -.067 .078 . 151 - .184 - .116 - • I ~:; 

( .05U) .062) .0'19 ) (-.061) ( ~. 1413) (~.1q3) (-.035) ( .044) ( .094) (-.071) (~.04lJ) ( , Lt..::} 
-.114 .011 .068 .056 - .013 .014 -.251 -.287 -.167 .369 .092 . I ~t: 

(-.060) ( .005) .029) ( .037) (-.011) ( .012 ) (-.131 ) (-.162) ( - . 104) .142) .036) ( ,Oll i .425 .338 .310 -.370 -.473 -.575 -.306 -.309 -.217 .689 .080 - .1 c.U 

.223) ( . 155) .133) (-.243) (-.394 ) (-.501) (-.lGO) (-.174) ( - . 135) .2(5) .033) (-.Ub~) 
.008 .013 -.082 -.097 ~.229 -.398 -.159 -.310 - .188 .476 .429 • I:"C 

.004) ( .006) (-.035) (-.064) (-.191) (-.347) (-.083) (-.175) (-.117) ( • 183) . 177) .0&7) 
. .242 .212 .275 -.332 -.600 -.501 -.067 .012 .016 

ft "~~7 . 310 • Li\.: , 

.127) ( .097) ( .1113) (-.218) (-. SOD) (-.489) (-.035) ( .007) .010) .172) .128) . u'::~\ -.940 -.897 -.797 1.287 1.343 1.129 .500 .559 .446 .4131 1.074 .(:,10 

(-.493) (-.411) (-.342) ( .841) (1.119) ( .984) ( .261) .315) ( .277) .185) ( .443) .<:t,!j) 
-1. 102 - .838 -.655 1. 013 .912 .787 .253 .507 .615 .853 .752 .iLli 

(-.5713 (-.384) (-.281) ( .665) ( .760) .686) ( .132) .2136 ) ( .382) .328) ( .319) .jJ~) 
-.351 -.179 .104 .315 .344 .292 .377 .459 .449 .078 .546 .,+,,9 

(-.184) . (-.082) ( .045) .207) ( .287) ( .254) ( .197) .259) ( .279) ( .030) ( .225) . 17c; -.010 -.004 -.007 .002 -.OOS -.000 -.024 -.009 -.019 ..• 005 -.005 • L;0~ 

(-.005) (-.002) (-.003) . 001) (-.005 ) (-.000) (-.011) (-.005) (-.012) (-.002) (-.002) ( " .. ) . - • UlJ~.' 
.097 .057 .063 -.038 .025 -.023 .103 -.000 .005 .075 .053 . ""~( 

( • 050) ( . 026) ( . 027) (-.025) . ( .021) (-.020) ( • 054) (-.000) ( • 003) ( . 029) ( • 022) ( 0'" . • '::l. 
.151 .259 ,311 .188 ' \ 

.338 .248 .234 .297 .339 .285 .150 
• It...:. 

\ 

.427 .397 .375 .550 .677 .737 ,482 .520 .535 ,319 ,3i1 . ~~.., 

--_ .. -... ----------~-!:.L.---_____ __J...:...~ ___ _ 

I. Age (10' ~) 

2. Gender' 

3. ~1i nil 

4. Hou 

5. Hash 

6. Hisparl'ic 

7. Black 

8. Mixed 

'\ 

9. Income (1,000 IS) 
I I 

10. Ed 

R2 

O'e: 

(Metric Disturbance 
(Standa rd Oed ati on) 

, 

\ 

, " 
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TABLE 4.4 
~ , 

Total (Reduced Form} and Direct (Structural} Effects of Socioeconomic Characteristics on Wave 1 
"Fear of Crime. 1/ Attitudes are measured in standard deviation units. 

(PV) (LIM) (PI) (FC) (FN) Perceived Likelihood Limit Activities Percieved Increase Fear Cit~ Fear Neighborhood of Victimization Total Direct Total Direct I Total Direct Total Direct Total DiY'act 
1. Age (la's) .002 .005 , .007 .006 .020 .020 .009 .010 .004 .006 
2. Gender ".265 -.287* -.311 -.279 -.468 -.453* -.718 -.689* -.448 -.389* 
3. Minn -.834 -.734* -.515 -.420 .003 .059 -.490 -.451* -.364 -.324 
4. Hou .059 .142 .262 .347 .117 • 180 -. 165 -.085 .052 .113 
5. Wash -.592 '"'.498* -.469 -.403 .290 .344 -.366 -.300* -.193 -.149 
6. Hispanic -.216 -.196 -.554 -.570 .273 .263 1.014 .956* .837 .668* 
7. Black .427 .387* -.485 -.495* -.029 -.037 .544 .523* .491 .457* 
8. Mixed .064 -.029 -.466 -.531 .090 .037 .425 .346* .360 .262 
9. Income' (1000' s) -.005 -.005 -.007 -.007 -.005 -.005 -.007 -.007 -.004 -.004 
10. Ed -.005 -.009 -.085 -.098* .012 .005 -.027 -.037 -.007 -.019 

R2 .205 .301 .290 .355 .143 .196 .353 .441 • 173 .250 
\ O'e: .363 .341 .257 .245 .379 .367 .560 .521 1.497 1.235 

*Structural coefficient exceeds twice its estimated standard error. 
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TABLE 4.5 

Total (Reduced Form) and Direct (Structural) Effects of Socioeconomic Characteristicson Wave 1 

Attitudes Toward Criminal Justice. Attitudes are measured in standard deviation units. 

(CE) (Cl) 
(PS) (PA) Criminal Justic~ Criminal Justice 

Police Services Police Abuse Effectiveness lenienc~ 
Total Direct Total Direct Tota 1 Di rect Total Direct 

Age (lO's) .111 . 101 * -.093 -.102* -.067 -073 - .184 -.205* 

Gender ... 114 -.072 .056 .055 -.251 -.233 .369 .411* 

Minn .425 .278 -.375 -.411* -.306 -.362* .689 .600* 

Hou .008 -.089 -.097 -.091 -.159 - .197 .476 .441 

\~ash .242 .141 -.332 -.381 -.067 -.090 .447 .377 

Hispanic -.940 -1. 108* 1. 281 1. 315* .500 .427 .481 .390 

Black -1. 102 -1. 158* 1.013 1.039* .253 .253 .853 .897* 

Mixed -.351 -.256 .315 .308 .377 .411 .078 .111 

Income (loaD' s) -.OlD - .0lD .002 .002 - .021 - .021 -.005 -.005 

Ed .097 • 101 * -.038 -.037 .103 .105* .075 .081* 

R2 .338 .418 .297 .323 • 150 .172 .311 .392 

(J 
e: .427 .400 .550 .540 .482 .475 .319 .300 

*Structura 1 coefficient exceeds twice its estimated standard error. 
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